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THESIS ABSTRACT
NAME: Ammar Jamie
TITLE OF STUDY: Biochemical Waste Water Treatment Using Immobilized
Lipase on Multi-wall Carbon Nanotubes
MAJOR FIELD: Chemical Engineering
DATE OF DEGREE: February, 2015
This study investigates the biochemical treatment of oily contaminated waste water
using immobilized lipase on the surface of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (Mw-CNT).
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes were synthesized locally using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) technique and 0.1 g CNT/g p-xylene was produced using a floating head cata-
lyst reactor. Produced carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) were treated and functionalized using
nitric acid and prepared for lipase immobilization. Results from thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA) showed that about 10% of the CNT was functionalized and oxidized
into carboxyl groups. Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion was prepared and used as a syn-
thetic emulsion to examine the lipase activity and oil hydrolysis reaction and kinetics.
By studying different reaction parameters, activation energy for the olive oil hydrol-
ysis by lipase was found to be 17.26 KJ/mol and the Michaelis apparent constant
0.0975 mol/m3. Covalent bonds between the enzyme and Mw-CNTs formed using or-
xix
ganic cross-linkers and the immobilization process was successfully obtained using an
aqueous media solution. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and energy dispersive x-
ray spectroscopy (EDX) results showed clear covalent binding between the enzyme and
the oxidized Mw-CNT. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) showed that the enzyme
loading reached up to 19.5% wt with very high thermal stability under high tempera-
tures.
Immobilization of lipase on Mw-CNTs were enhanced the catalytic activity of the en-
zyme when tested in oil/water emulsions. Lipase activity and enzyme loading had
depended on the oxidized Mw-CNT surfaces, cross-linkers type and concentrations,
and enzyme amount. The titrimetric analysis of hydrolyzed samples using MwCNT-
Lipase (after 1 hr reaction time at 37oC) showed an increase in the enzyme activity
up to five times compared to the free lipase. The prepared synthetic emulsions were
pre-treated using microwave irradiation and the effect of emulsion breaking on the
enzymatic treatment was investigated. The exposure periods to the microwave varied
from 60 to 180 Seconds and results showed clear separation of oil layers from water.
However, immobilization of lipase into Mw-CNT surface enhanced the hydrophobic
properties of the enzyme, thus results had shown that the microwave pretreatment
and emulsion separation did not affect the immobilized enzyme activity unlike the free
lipase. Oil degradation and hydrolysis using the immobilized enzyme reached up to
98% wt. The biomaterial shows high thermal and operational stability and activity
when tested in an oil/water emulsions prepared in the lab, and can resist the severe
conditions in industrial applications.
xx
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND
RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
1.1 Introduction
Currently, as the world witnesses vast expands in all major industrial fields to satisfy
the famine of human needs, issues related to the huge mass production such as waste
handling and pollution management has become a significant problem. Food process-
ing plants, slaughterhouses, restaurants, oil mills factories, and even daily domestic
waste water are all considered major sources of oily and fatty polluted waste wa-
ter. With daily increasing demand and consumption, treating all amounts of polluted
waste water has became a real issue to the waste water treatment plants. However,
during the recent years there are many methods and processes that have been de-
veloped to deal with industrial and sewage waste water. Nevertheless, looking for
coast-efficient, and environmentally friendly techniques to tackle the problem is not
an easy task. Hence, significant amounts of money and research has been allocated to
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find alternative precursors that can give desirable properties of materials used in such
special applications.
1.2 Rationale of the Study
Biotechnology is playing a major role in medical, pharmaceutical, genetic, food indus-
try, and other applications nowadays. Not only because it is a new nature-friendly
technology, but also because it has the ability to treat problems caused by traditional
technologies in a safe efficient manner. Sub-fields such as environmental biotechnology
has started to have a great interest because of the green nature associated. On the
other hand, nano-structured carbon materials like carbon nano-tubes (CNT), carbon
nano-fibers (CNF), graphene, and graphite have also witnessed, in the last decade,
great implications as: (1) a nano-layers coats; (2) electrical, optical and mechanical
nano-devices applications; (3) and nano-structured biological materials. Because of
its unique physical, electrical, and thermal properties, carbon nanotubes (CNT) has
become one of the most interesting materials as discussed. Researchers and scientists
are allocating considerable effort and resources to investigate and develop new tech-
nologies for the synthesis and enhancement of this material. Combining these recent
booming technologies (Nano and Bio)-technology in an environmental application will
be even more interesting, challenging and promising. In this study, the main idea is to
use an enzyme (lipase) immobilized on carbon nanotubes (CNT) to treat waste water
contaminated with fats, oils, and grease (FOG). Which will be a preliminary atep to
use this combination for further industrial applications.
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Lipases is a well-known hydrolysis enzyme for its ability to degrade complex oils
and fats into free fatty acids that are easier to be handled. It has been used for
many decades in most biochemical applications including medical, pharmaceutical,
detergent, and environmental. However, its applications is restricted by its week
physical and thermal properties. Thus, CNTs will be used to enhance the physical and
operational properties of the lipase for water treatment. Hence, the immobilization
process is expected to increase the stability and the thermal operability of the enzyme.
Additionally, pretreatment methods such as microwave treatment which is known as
an efficient method for the waste pretreatment and handling, will be investigated. Of
primary interest is, its effect on waste water and emulsions breaking and degradation
of oily pollutants.
1.3 Source of the Problem
Fats, oils, and grease, referred as ‘FOG’, are one of the main water pollutants com-
ing from food industries, restaurants, slaughterhouses, lather processing units, and
dairy waste water [1–4]. Many problems face waste water plants when handling the
oily or fatty polluted water. Mainly, waste water contains other pollutants including
salts and minerals, not only being considered as hazardous materials, but also because
they work as emulsifiers that help in forming different complex water/oil emulsions [5].
Moreover, because of the heavy viscous property of the FOG, it clogs the networks in
waste water treatment plants causing additional maintenance concerns for the indus-
try. Furthermore, the floatation of oils on the water/air interface causes real issues
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in activated sludge processes and biological treatment, since it limits oxygen transfer
into the water to activate the biomass [6]. Concurrently, microorganisms and bacteria
used in these processes adsorbs the oils and grease and it cause it to float to the sur-
face reducing the efficiency of treatment. Additionally, fatty acids resulted from FOG
esterification and hydrolysis inhabits the bacteria and microorganisms activity [7].
Beside these severe treatment technology concerns, FOG causes serious health and
environmental problems by blocking sewer pipes and reducing its diameter, causing
consequently flooding and attract pathogens and vermin [8].
1.4 Objectives of the Study
The main goal of this study is to synthesize an immobilized lipase on multi-wall carbon
nano-tubes and use it in-line with the microwave pretreatment for the treatment of
oily waste water. Specifically, the main objectives of the study are:
1. To produce high quality multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MW-CNT) with high
aspect ratio using chemical vapor deposition reactor.
2. To treat the produced CNT and functionalize its surface with carboxyl functional
groups using acid oxidation.
3. To study the kinetics of olive oil emulsions hydrolysis using free lipase and in-
vestigate the effect of different reaction conditions.
4. To enhance the thermal, physical, and chemical properties of Candida Rugosa
lipase by immobilization on the surface of multi-wall carbon nanotubes.
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5. To use microwaves as an effective pretreatment method for the oily waste water
prior the enzymatic treatment.
Research Question
Does Immobilized lipase on MW-CNT assisted by microwave pretreatment have sig-
nificant effect on oil degradation in waste water?
1.5 Enzyme Immobilization: Properties and Ben-
efits
1.5.1 Immobilization Process
The term “enzyme immobilization” refers to “enzymes physically confined or local-
ized in a certain defined region of space with retention of their catalytic activities,
and which can be used repeatedly and continuously” [9]. Mainly three components
defines a system of immobilized enzyme: the enzyme to be attached or confined, the
support (matrix) that would be used for the immobilization, and the immobilization
procedure. It is very clear that the immobilization of a biocatalyst had been devel-
oped through the years in three main steps: Firstly, the empirical stage where the
immobilization of microorganisms at the early nineteenth century years was applied
to small scale industrial experiments. At that time, the microbial production of vine-
gar started by dropping alcohol solutions over wood shavings grown with bacteria and
some developments was made on waste water clarification using trickling filter. The
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second step, which considered as the modern enzyme immobilization start, begun at
the 1940s but allot of that early work was not considered and gave an attention by
scientists. That was because it was recent area at that time and most of the work
was published in other disciplines journals. But, the base of the recent industrial
technologies was developed during the 1960s. At that time there was a booming in-
crease in research and publications related to this field. During the second stage,
immobilization methods was focused on single enzymes attachment for L-amino-acids
production and glucose isomerization. By the 1970s, a complex immobilization meth-
ods and enzyme attachment procedures started and the third step appeared. Living
cells were developed during this step and it witnessed involving more than one en-
zyme in reactions with cofactor regeneration. During this period many enzymes have
been applied in organic synthesis as a bio-catalysts. Including most of the recent en-
zymes, hydrolytic esterification enzymes like esterases and lipases have been regularly
involved in many research work and bio-applications. This is due to the wide-ranging
substrate specificity and the fact that they have excellent enantioselectivity. These
enzymes was used specifically in some applications and studies related to esters syn-
thesis, fatty acids production, and making an optically active alcohols. However, they
still have some limitation, importantly, including its low stability and activity in most
organic media. Recent research and studies interests are to develop an immobilized
enzymes that have better stability and activity in organic solvent in order to use it
for severe applications such as oily waste water treatment [9].
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1.5.2 Benefits of Enzyme Immobilization
Attaching enzymes to a certain support has many advantages as mentioned by previ-
ous studies [9–13]. Figure 1.1 illustrates two major merits for enzyme immobilization:
(1) Support matrix has chemical characteristics and mechanical properties such as
strength, temperature handling, surface area, thermal and electrical conductivity and
the most important is the ability to be fabricated in different reactor processes includ-
ing packing, fluidization, immersing and recycling; (2) Enzymes have another reactive
and biochemical properties which control the catalytic process and the type of kinetics
and it determines the final products and outcomes. Combining both properties pro-
vide many merits to the whole process. Hence, the operational stability is the most
important key factor for any catalyst used in the industry, the support increases the
durability and the mass transfer effect maintain the high efficiency for the immobilized
enzyme. Furthermore, the immobilization method controls the yield and the reaction
performance since it affects the chemical characteristics of the enzyme [9].
1.5.3 Enzyme Immobilization Methods
Many immobilization processes and methods was developed in recent years to enhance
reliability, durability, and stability of the enzymes. The preference of one method to
the others depends on the application in which the immobilized enzyme would be
used for. Mainly, these methods could be classified as reversible and irreversible.
In irreversible methods shown in figure 1.2, the enzyme is attached to the support
and there is no way to reverse the process again to get the free enzyme. These
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Figure 1.1: Enzyme Immobilization Properties and Benefits [9]
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methods include: entrapment, cross-linking, encapsulation, and covalent binding. On
the other hand, the reversible binding shown by figure 1.3, refers to the process in
which the enzyme could be detached after immobilizing on to the support and it
includes: adsorption, ionic binding, affinity binding, chelation or metal binding and
disulphide bonds [9].
Figure 1.2: Irreversible Immobilization Methods, (a) Entrapment, (b) Crosslinking,
(c) Encapsulation, and (d) Covalent Binding [9].
1.5.4 Supports and Matrices Used for Immobilization Pro-
cess
The properties of the support matrix is very important in determining the properties
of the immobilized enzyme. The Ideal matrix would have physical properties, bio-
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Figure 1.3: Reversible Immobilization Methods, (a) Adsorption, (b) Ionic Binding,
(c) Affinity Binding, (d) Chelation or Metal Binding, and (e) Disulfide Binding [9].
compatibility, inert, resistance to microbial attack and of course low cost. Different
materials had been used as supports for lipases including organics and inorganics ac-
cording to its chemical composition. Organic supports include Polysaccharides (such
as cellulose, agar, and chitin), proteins, and carbon. All of these materials considered
natural polymers and supports for lipases. There are many synthetic polymers used as
matrices such as polystyrene, polyacrylate, and polyacrylamides. Inorganic supports
were also used to immobilize enzymes and there are many interesting materials which
has good properties make it compatible with the immobilization applications such as
bentonite, silica and glasses (controlled and non-porous) and metals [9]. Recently, use
of nanomaterials as a supports for the enzyme immobilization has received significant
attention. It is well known that many nanomaterials have very large surface area
which can provide large enzymes loading and also it has many physical, mechanical
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and electrical properties. All this properties puts the nanomaterials it in the forefront
of the global research interest for such interesting applications [14, 15]. Carbon nan-
otubes, as a nano-scale one dimensional tubular material has a graphitic structure,
considered one of the most famous nanomaterials that could be used as a support
for enzymes immobilization and its applications. Considering its high aspect ratio
and significant mechanical properties it is recommended as a very good support for
enzyme loading [10].
1.6 Microwave Pretreatment and Emulsion Break-
ing Effect
The development of microwaves for heating applications had increased since the Sec-
ond World War. This is due to the nature of microwaves in providing rapid, efficient
heating. Wood drying, food processing, rubber and plastic treatment, and drying and
ceramics preheating. Mainly, we mean by microwave irradiation the electromagnetic
radiation with a frequency range of 300 MHz to 300 GHz. Generally, 2.45 GHz is
the frequency range for both industrial and domestic microwave ovens equivalent to
a wavelength of 12.2 cm. Although microwaves raise as an efficient heating process,
however some materials cannot be heated by microwaves. All materials are classi-
fied into one of the following three groups: absorbers, insulators, conductors [16]. As
shown in figure 1.4, absorber materials named as dielectrics, hence, microwave heating
is known as dielectric heating. This kind of materials have two major properties [17]:
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(1) they have a small number of free charge carriers. Applying an external electric
field makes a small amount of charges passes over the material; (2) the atoms or
molecules consisting of a dielectric shows a dipole agitation. The dipole is where two
equivalent and opposite charges alienated by a finite space. An example of this is
water, the stereochemistry of covalent bonds in its molecules gives water molecule a
dipole movement. Water is a classic example of the non-symmetric molecule [18]. The
application of an external electric field can alter the electrons and cause rounding of
the non-polar molecules which can induce a transitory dipole agitation. This agitation
dissipate friction inside the dielectric and subsequent heat generation occur [16].
Figure 1.4: Materials classification according to their interactions with microwaves:
(a) Insulator, (b) Conductor, and (c) Absorber
Dielectric materials interaction with the electromagnetic radiation causes energy
absorbance when we use microwaves. Lossy dielectrics is the only materials known
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with absorbing microwave energy and sink it as heat. The electric field generated
by microwaves results in a rapid alignment and realignment of dipoles in a polar
solvent like water. Repeating this process continuously makes the friction that results
the heat. Microwave heating has the hotspot phenomenon because it initiates a of
very high temperature regions due to the non-uniform heating [19]. The nonlinear
dependence of the thermal properties on temperature causes this kind of thermal
instability [20]. Because of the vertical waves within microwave ovens would be formed
during heating, some spots got exposed to higher energy than others. This one with
the non-linear dependence results in an increasing heating rate in these particular
points. To insure an efficient and uniform heating, oven design should be considered
as controlling factor to utilize this hotspot phenomenon. A big advantage for the
microwave heating over other traditional methods (bulk heating in furnaces) is the
capability of selective and efficient heating, hence, no energy is lost to the sample
“bulk heating”. Currently, investigation and research is going to find applications
in many fields where the microwave energy advantages has a significant saving in
energy costs, environmental treatments methods, and process times. In comparison
with conventional heating methods, microwave irradiation has additional advantages
as follows:
1. Has a higher heating rates.
2. Practical equipment size.
3. Selective heating property.
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4. Efficient heating process with great control.
5. No direct interaction between the source of heating and the material.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Waste water Treatment Technologies
There are many methods and techniques that are used in waste water treatment. The
preference of one to the others depends on many factors including the source of the
water, the contents of the pollutants, and the usage of water after treatment. The
removal of oil and the treatment efficiency is determined by the concentration and
physical properties of the oils existing and its drop size [5]. Main methods for the
treatment of such polluted waste water includes physical, chemical, biological and
other combined process.
2.1.1 Physical Treatment Methods
Many physical treatment processes such as flotation, sedimentation, evaporation, fil-
tration, centrifugation, and membrane technology, are used in oily waste water pro-
cessing.
Floatation is one of the famous techniques when come to organic pollutants treat-
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ment. Methods like dissolved air floatation (DAF) and induced air floatation (IAF)
considered as an important methods in waste water handling and oily waste water
treatment specifically.However, due to the nature of the waste water that contains
other salts, metals, organic polymers, and inorganic solids, different complex types
of emulsions are formed. These stable oil/water emulsions makes allot of issue and
limitations to the use such techniques in oily waste water handling. Mostly,flotation
is used as a pretreatment stage before the biochemical treatment of the oily waste
water [21–23].
Sedimentation using big tanks or evaporation of water in open large ponds con-
sidered as a well-known methods for the concentration of oils and organic matters for
further treatment. But none pleasant odor coming from these widely open systems
and pathogens and vermin that attracted by evaporation ponds is considered real
concern for the disposal in such a way. In addition to, other environmental aspects
related to the later disposal and landfill to outdoor environment puts real concerns
and limitations about these traditional methods.
Filtration and centrifugation are important methods for FOG removal through ex-
clusion and phase separation, respectively. However, the viscous and sticky nature of
these types of pollutants make a real difficulties with the repetitive use of devices and
equipmentin such methods of treatment. FOG clogs and block the filtration media
and sticks to the centrifuges walls during the separation process adding more com-
plications to the process [24]. Methods as sedimentation, evaporation, filtration, and
centrifugation are traditional and also limited by the formation of oil/water emulsions
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in most cases.
Membranes are one of the famous separation techniques that have been used re-
cently for pollutants separation from the waste water. There are many types of mem-
brane separation technologies such as reverse osmoses, ultra-filtration, micro-filtration,
and nano-filtration used in the separation of oils form water. Although, membranes
are relatively expensive and needs adjusted conditions, but it is very efficient as sep-
aration processes and could be used for the hard stable emulsions treatment [4].
As discussed, all these techniques mentioned above, are unable to efficiently re-
move and treat all the organics contained in the oily polluted water. Often, combined
physical processes joined with the coagulation, flocculation or adsorption technolo-
gies results in high efficiency removal of oils, fats, grease, and all other organic and
inorganic pollutants.
Tarek Aziz et al.(2011), performed experiment using grease abatement device with
two compartments and computational fluid dynamic model (CFD) to study the effect
of internal geometry modification and the hydraulic retention time (HRT) on the FOG
removal [25]. They provided a complete simulation model for their results and the
optimum HRT was found to be 1 h with removal efficiency about 97% [25].
2.1.2 Chemical Treatment Methods
There are many chemical treatments that are applied to waste water processing. The
preference of one to the others depends on many factors including the source of the
waste water, pollutants and chemical composition, and the target of the treatment and
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use of treated water. Some of the most famous chemical treatment methods includes
chemical precipitation, chemical oxidation, electrochemical process, photo-catalytic
treatment, fenton process, treatment with ozone at room temperature ionic liquids,
and demulsification [26].
2.1.3 Biological Treatment Methods
After appropriate pretreatment of the oily waste water, it is introduced to a biological
treatment using micro-organisms to degrade the organic content. Because biological
treatments have the advantages of being environmentally friendly, having low cost,
and mostly reliable, it has been used widely in the treatment of the waste water.
Mainly, two types of biological systems are used, aerobic and anaerobic [24,27].
Anaerobic Processes
Organic pollutants, represented by chemical oxygen demand (COD) and biological
oxygen demand (BOD5), could be degraded into small amount of sludge and bio-
gas by applying anaerobic process. As reported by Chowdhury et al.(2010), with no
need for aeration (oxygen), it is costly effective, low space required, produce valuable
methane and a little amount of biomass and sludge [27]. Demirel et al.(2005), recom-
mended the anaerobic treatment as an efficient diary waste water treatment process.It
is preferred because of its advantages over the aerobic treatment methods in handling
industrial waste water, particularly, from agricultural processes which contains con-
siderable organic content. COD removal efficiency as reported at hydraulic retention
time was between 78 and 92% in a laboratory scale filter reactor and the temperature
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effect was negligible in the range of 21 to 30oC [28].
Chowdhury et al.(2010), studied and reviewed many methods including anaerobic
filters. He mentioned that many studies recommended fluidized bed and filter reactors
considering th effect of temperature in the COD reduction and the gas production [27].
Other studies done by Prasertsan et al.(1994), reported that the organic loading rate
(OLR) had significant effect on the degradation of the organics which affects the
production of the biogas. They reported 84% COD removal when they conducted the
experiment with OLR of 0.3 kg COD/(m3 day) with maximum hydraulic retention
time (HRT) of 36 days [27].
Up flow anaerobic sludge bed (UASB) is an aerobic treatment method where a
blanket of granular sludge suspends in the tank. Flowing upward through the blan-
ket, the waste water degraded by the anaerobic microorganisms. UASB considered as
one of the most efficient and famous biological methods which had been recently ap-
plied. Paraskeva and Diamadopoulos (2006) reported that, in recent laboratory –scale
up-studies using UASB reactors and starting by 22.6 to 97 g/L COD,the treatment
removed 70 to 80 % of the organics. They changed the organic loading rate (OLR)
between 0.83 to 21.9 kg COD /(m3day), keeping an average of 5 kg COD /(m3day).
Hydraulic retention time was changed between 2 to 5 days. The initial eﬄuent was di-
luted before adding nutrients to adjust the alkalinity. As HRT is increased to 25 days,
COD was reduced by 87.9% and the produced Methane was proportionally increasing
with the COD reduction reaching a rate of 0.30 to 0.35 m3 CH4/kg COD removed.
The use of anaerobic sequencing batch reactor for treatment reduces COD contents
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up to 80% with 3 days HRT and an average of 5.3 kg COD m−3 day1 OLR [24].
Rajesh et al.(2008), they used solar anaerobic integrated process to treat the oily
waste water. They concluded that the anaerobic treatment is more efficient compared
to aerobic methods, hence, the HRT was 14 to 20 h for the anaerobic compared
to only 5.9 h for the anaerobic. And the integration of the solar photo-catalytic
method with biological method resulted in 96% and 95% removal of BOD5 and COD
removal, respectively [29]. Although of the great advantages mentioned above, yet
some issues related to the use of the anaerobic treatment of industrial waste waters
appears. The high content of fats in the waste water arises as a great challenge for
such processes.When we use processes like UASB, flotation of the sludge is considered
one of the problems that we face [29,30].
Another issue is that, at low temperatures and with the high fat content an ag-
glomeration of solid bulks starts to be formed. This one causes operational issues
and it clogs the waste water networks and equipment and forms unpleasant odors to
the environment. Moreover, for its floating nature, grease and oils limits the trans-
fer of substrates to the biomass on the surface of the sludge reducing the conversion
rate [30].
Aerobic Processes
There are many types of aerobic processes in which aeration is an important part
of the process such as activated sludge, trickling filter and lagoons, and rotating
biological contactor. Activated sludge is the conventional method for water treatment
in which oil skimmers are used to skim the separated oil before the later biological
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treatment [27]. Fakhru’l-Razi et al.(2009), reported that the removal efficiency for the
activated sludge reached about 99% when treated for 20 days solid retention time in
sequencing batch reactor (SBR). They reported an efficiency of COD removal from
30% up to 50% in acclimated sewage sludge using sequencing batch reactor with
different sewage an produced waste water amounts [26].
Kalyanaraman et al.(2012), studied the effect of the food to the micro-organism
ratio (f/m) on the COD and BOD5 removal efficiency in activated sludge experiment.
They used a vegetable based fats in their study and the optimum f/m ratio was found
to be 0.15 for an efficient degradation. About 89 and 97% of COD and BOD5 removal
efficiencies, respectively, was reported for 1 day reaction time [31]. Alade et al. (2011),
reported that oils and greases treatment processes including aerobic, anaerobic, or
in combination with physico-chemical treatment alternatives, requires huge capital
investment, skilled labor force, and intensive energy requirements [32].
2.1.4 Enzymatic Wastewater Treatment
The use of enzymes and its related processes can be traced back to the earliest be-
ginning of civilizations. Nowadays, about four thousand enzymes are used and well
known, and out of these, approximately two hundred are used commercially. Most
of commercially used enzymes are from microbial sources [33]. Since there are an
increasing improvement and better understanding of biochemical synthesis, fermen-
tation technologies, and biotechnology processes, affordable amounts of enzymes can
now be produced. Likewise, many advancements in enzymes applications have sig-
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nificantly expanded request. Moreover, because of the many different reactions that
enzymes can catalyze, the demand for enzymes used commercially is continuously
increasing [34].
2.2 Synthesis of Carbon Nanotubes and CVD Tech-
nique
Carbon nanostructured materials have great research interest and developments re-
cently. Considerable research efforts and industrial application was focused for the
commercial production and implementation of these type of nano-materials. Through
the last two decades, discoveries like carbon nanotubes (CNT), buckminsterfullerene,
carbon nanofibers (CNF) enlarged this area rapidly and continuously, opening a total
new area of research [35]. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon nanofibers (CNFs)
arises in the forefront of the revolutionary nano-materials in nanotechnology develop-
ments. Because of their electronic, mechanical, optical and chemical characteristics,
they open the way to many future and industrial applications. These unique prop-
erties could be tested even in a single nanotube and nanofiber [36, 37]. Applications
including molecular electronics, nano-mechanical devices and equipment, transistors,
capacitors, and nano-composite materials are all possible to have great leaps toward
high efficiency using such materials. Iijima (1991), discovered a thin and long carbon
rolled sheet which have the nanotubes shape when he was analyzing carbonaceous
groups by transmittance electron microscopy (TEM). He used arc discharge method
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to, coincidently, synthesize the first nanotubes ever observed. After further analysis
using TEM imaging he observed the uniform long tube bundles in his samples [38].
CNTs has a length varies from few nanometers to several micrometers, and its diameter
approximately is between 2.5 and 30 nm. Ebbesen and Ajayan (1992) they observed
that, the increment of pressure in the chambers of an arc exceptionally improved the
carbon nanotube yield at the cathode of the graphite. Following his glorious discovery,
Iijima and Bethune (1993) have synthesized CNTs with one nm diameters, using the
arc-discharge [39,40].
Smalley et al. (1996), reported a new preparation method using laser vaporization
of graphite to synthesize an unusual homogenous diameter single walled nanotubes
which had a tendency to be formed in aligned nanotube bundles ’ rope ’ [41]. Yacamán
et al. (1993), using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), they made a large achievement
by synthesizing CNTs in large quantities and with good quality. Since that time,
investigations in synthesis and application on the CNTs have been actively started
and got great interest in all research area [42].
2.3 Lipase Immobilization
As reported by Brena and Batista (2006); the usage of immobilized enzymes onto other
materials goes back to the earliest of 19th century [9], when immobilized enzymes were
first prepared intentionally. Enzymes, specially lipase, are considered highly selective
and bio-compatible material for the modification of nano-scale materials surfaces.
Many studies had been done in immobilization of enzymes to different supports to
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enhance their stability, durability and process alternatives [9, 43]. Tischer et al.; had
mentioned many methods and techniques to immobilize the enzymes which could be
categorized into the following: i) Support attachment which could be physical, ionic,
or covalent in its nature; ii) Crosslinking of enzyme, using a bi-functional substance,
to prepare carrier less macro particles; iii) Encapsulation in a polymeric network such
as hollow fiber membranes, a silica sol-gel, microcapsules or organic polymer [13,43].
Materials used in the immobilization process is classified into two main categories.
Firstly, organic polymers which can be natural as polysaccharides, portions, and car-
bon or synthetic polymers as polystyrene, polyacrylate, and polyacrylamides. Sec-
ondly, there are the inorganic materials such as silica and bentonite or could be handled
materials like controlled pore metal oxides, and glasses [9]. Soares and Castro in 1999
used controlled pore silica (CPS) as one of the inorganic types of enzymes supports.
It showed that the attachment of lipase to this support increased the enzyme ability
to withstand 10oC higher than free enzyme which is unstable above 40oC and has
low relative activity [44]. But, because of its high surface area, mechanical strength
and thermal and electrical conductivity, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered one
of the most recent targeted material for enzymes immobilization and biosensors and
bio-catalytic applications [45].
Wang et al. in 2003 used CNT’s in immobilizing enzymes, followed by Lee et
al. and Pavalidis in 2010. They used single and multi-wall CNTs in their research on
lipase immobilization [10,45,46]. Lee et al. they discovered that the immobilizations of
lipase on SWCNT is more efficient in the existence of ionic liquid than those in buffer
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solutions. At the same time, the use of non-covalent bonding via an anchoring 1-
pyrenebutyric acid N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) reagent is more efficient than simple
physical adsorption [45]. Other studies done by Ji and Peijun (2010) on covalent
attachment of lipase to multiwall CNTs shows good results in term of thermal stability,
durability and product selectivity. Because of the high thermal conductivity, the
attachment of lipase covalently to Mw-CNT reserved up to 82% of the free enzyme
activity and the conversion of immobilized enzyme was higher and more stable than
for free enzyme in the range from 40 to 55oC for the reaction temperature [47].
2.4 Waste Water Treatment Using Microwaves
Microwave (MW) irradiation is an alternative method to conventional thermal treat-
ment suitable to produce rapidly focused direct heat with low transmission energy
losses. The existence of so-called non-thermal microwave effect is due to the change
in dipole orientation of polar molecules.
Kliala (1983) and Wolf (1986) believed to be the first scientists that had suggested
the idea of microwave emulsions treatment in their patent applications [48, 49]. Fol-
lowing his patent award, Klaila conducted several field tests, with a 50 kW microwave
generator, which was equipped with wave guides and a microwave power monitor.
Recently, active research and development work on microwave demulsification tech-
nology for applications in chemical plants is carried out by many researchers [50–54].
In Kansas, Fang et al. (1995) used a large storage tank (ten ft in diameter and ten ft
high) to treat 120 bbls of slop oil. The emulsion was 50% oil, 27.5% water and 22.5%
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sediment. They applied 228 kWh of microwave energy continuously, the temperature
of the top portion of emulsion reached approximately 100oC and the emulsion was sep-
arated to oil and water layers. Similar results were obtained in field test in Louisiana
for a tank contained 188 bbls of crude oil water emulsion, but this time the tank had
a height of 15 ft and 10 ft diameter. After exposure for 18.2 hours and using 417.5
kWh of radiation power with the emulsion, 146 barrels of oil was sepa¬rated from 42
barrels of clear water [51].
In 2002 Camila et al; studied the effect of microwaves on different oil water emulsion
percentages. All cases showed that separation degree of water had increased with
the increase of the exposure time. However, increasing the amount of NaOH in the
emulsion lowered the percentages of separation. The recoveries in emulsions have a
maximum of 60% when NaOH added, whereas mixtures without NaOH reached up
to 80% for the water separated. Furthermore, they observed the initial ratio of the
water to oil controls the maximum exposure time, hence, the maximum exposure time
for 30 oil to 70 water emulsions is 300 seconds, while it was 240 seconds for 17 to 83
oil/water emulsions [52].
Vladana et al. (2005) studied the effect of microwave in line with freeze/thaw
method in emulsion breaking and demulsification. By varying the amount of oil from
0.1 to 30% in the emulsion and applying techniques above using microwave oven
(95oC, 800 W, and 2450 MHZ), they found that applying MW radiation made the
molecules excited, this excitement results in super-heating and high rate of reactions.
The speed and the efficiency of the demulsification process was increased by the use
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of microwave radiation, and it is recommended as an efficient method, regarding the
thawing technique used in their experiments. Finally, the efficiency for oil water
emulsions up to 30% oil was tested to be above 90% [53].
Coutinho et al. (2010) patented a method of microwave emulsion treatment by
optimizing many parameters such as water amount, content of salts, value of pH for
the aqueous phase, initial temperature, microwave power, final temperature and drop
size distribution to be adjusted in the industrial plant. Each 80 ml of the emulsion
was exposed to 1400 W microwave power for 15 min and then followed by 10 min
sedimentation time, the amount of water separated by the well-known Karl Fischer
titration. After detailed study, the efficiency Coutinho found to be around 25% of
separated water and the ideal pH was found to be from 7 to 9.5. The efficiency of
the process is increasing proportionally with the increase of temperature. above 90oC
at 130oC. It should be noticed that high temperature requires intense microwave
power [54].
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CHAPTER 3
KINETICS STUDY OF OLIVE
OIL HYDROLYSIS USING
CANDIDA RUGOSA LIPASE
Abstract
In this study, the kinetics of olive oil hydrolysis by lipase enzyme was investigated.
Different reaction conditions was varied and tested, since the effect of temperature,
mixing speed, pH, enzyme loading, and substrate concentration on the rate of hy-
drolysis reaction was investigated. Mathematical model for olive oil hydrolysis was
developed including the effect of mixing speed and the interfacial contacting area.
To verify the model that was obtained, Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsions were used to
perform further experimental analysis. Results confirms that there is a good agree-
ment between the model derived mathematically and results from hydrolysis reactions
experiments. The non-linear fitting using Mathematica software was found to more
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accurate than applying Hanes-Woolf linear fitting for the experimental data obtained.
3.1 Introduction
The hydrolysis of complex chain oils and its reactions are getting significant attention
in recent years. Glycerols and fatty acids produced from oils degradation are very
important and had been used in many applications worldwide during the past decades.
Recently, the hydrolysis of crude oils, such as olive oil, into free fatty acids and glycerols
with high conversion (99%) had been restricted by the applications of high pressure,
high temperature, and the very long reaction times [55]. These extreme operating
conditions are expensive and in most cases produces dark fatty acids as a result of side
polymerization and formation of undesired by-products [55]. In addition, challenges
like treatment and purification of the final product using distillation complicates the
process and add further energy considerations [55]. The main trend in research these
days is to develop an efficient, handy and low cost processes and with optimal operating
conditions to produce the desired clean fatty acids.
Recently, lipase has got significant attention and has been applied in many in-
dustries as an efficient energy saving biocatalyst. However, the prediction of the
kinetics and the reaction behavior of this enzyme needs more investigation. Lipase
is a soluble enzyme hence it is enzymatically active in water and organic solvents
and because of that, it works at the interface between the oil phase and the aqueous
phase which mainly contains the enzyme [56]. Hence, the contacting area between
the soluble lipase and the oil phase affects the rate of reaction. This interfacial area
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is influenced severely by the substrate concentration and mixing speed. A previous
study conducted by Al-Zuhair et al. (2003), on the kinetics of palm oil hydrolysis
by lipase assumed that the interfacial contacting area between the enzyme and the
substrate remains constant even when changing the agitation and mixing speed [56].
This assumption can be valid for the very high substrate to enzyme concentrations
or when good organic solvent such as hexane is used. However, interfacial contacting
area has a significant effect on the lipolysis reaction. Since according to Tsai et al.
(1991), contacting area between the enzyme and the substrate affected directly by
mixing speed and subsequently affects the rate of reaction [57]. Moreover, the use of
an organic solvent in the hydrolysis reaction is not an efficient choice because lipase is
insoluble in these kind of materials since it would not be absorbed to organic phases
and suspended as particles [58]. Furthermore, some applications such as enzymatic
waste water treatment add more sophistications and complexity to the application of
lipolysis degradation of oils. Not only for the fact that it includes inorganic solvents
like water which apparently will affect the solubility of lipase and interfacial contacting
area, but also the variety of process designs which includes different mixing and agi-
tation speeds add more concerns about the validity of models that does not consider
the contacting area as an important factor [56,59].
Substrate concentration is one of the key factors that affect the oil hydrolysis reac-
tion. The rate of reaction increases with the increase of concentration. But with high
substrate loading the effect is reversed, hence the enzyme active cites will be blocked
by the substrates itself. This phenomena is known as substrate inhibition, which con-
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sidered almost universal phenomena that restricts the applications and beneficial use
of enzymes [60].
The objective of this study was to focus on the effect of the interfacial contacting
area, mixing and agitation speed, operating temperature, pH, enzyme loading, and
substrate concentration on the rate of reaction and olive oil hydrolysis kinetics. In
order to study the effect of interfacial area and the contacting time on the enzyme
activity, one has to determine the reaction rate and the amount of fatty acids liberated
form the hydrolysis of specified amount of oil using the lipase. It is common and well
known procedure addressed by lipase assays protocols in many references [61, 62].
Produced fatty acids form the hydrolysis reaction was determined by direct titration
of the liberated free fatty acids with a certain base [61]. Method mentioned above is an
easy procedure and have an acceptable accuracy for the characterization of enzymes
specially lipases and esterases. Because of the many industrial applications involving
lipase [63], investigating and studying its kinetics and optimum operating conditions
is a great concern. Subsequently, applications like esterification, transesterification,
synthesis of peptides, and region selective acylation of menthols and glycols could be
handy and available [63, 64]. Glycerine produced from esterification reacy5tions is
used in cosmetic applications, pharmaceuticals, and animal food industries. Besides
that, long chain fatty acids such as tripalmitin and triolein are the main products of
the hydrolysis of emulsified esters using lipase [34,65]. These liberated fatty acids are
very important and could be used as raw biodiesel fuels [66, 67].
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3.2 The kinetics model
The mechanism proposed here of the olive oil lipolysis reaction into simpler fatty acids
is similar to that of Alzuhair et al. (2003), and Tsai and Chang models referred to
the literature [56, 68]. The enzyme is absorbed in the water interface to produce the
penetrated enzyme, E*. The absorption of lipase is assumed to be proportional to
the free specific area, a, and the free enzyme concentration, E. The enzyme-substrate
complex, E*S, is assumed to be the product of the interaction of the substrate, S, with
the free enzyme cites [56]. The generated product, P*, is produced from the complex,
E*S, at the interface and the enzyme, E*, is reproduced again hence it will not be
consumed in the reaction. After this step, the product, P*, is desorbed from the
interface to the bulk phase as final product, P. The proposed mechanism is illustrated
in eq:1eq:3:
E + a ⇀↽ ES (3.1)
E∗ + S ⇀↽ E∗S (3.2)
E∗S → E∗ + P ∗ (3.3)
As proposed by Tsai and Chang, the quasi-steady state assumption for the adsorbed
enzyme and the enzyme/substrate complex, and a proportional relation between the
interfacial product, P*, and the final desorbed product, P, [68]. Also desorption of
the product, P*, to the bulk assumed to be very fast and it is concentration is too low
compared to the final product, P. All assumptions stated above were applied to the
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model, hence, eq:1eq:3 could be rewritten as:
kpE · a− (kd + k1 + kcat)E∗S = 0 (3.4)
k1E
∗ · S − (k−1 + kcat)E∗S = 0 (3.5)
at = a+ Am(E∗ + E∗S)at (3.6)
Et = E + at(E∗ + E∗S) (3.7)
where as, P∗ = CP/at as reported by Al-Zuhair et al. (2003) [56]. By applying the
assumption stated previously, the rate of reaction for the formation of the product,v
would be:
v = dP
dt
= at
C
· dP
∗
dt
= at
C
kcat E
∗S (3.8)
eq:4eq:8 should be solved simultaneously to get the final expression of the rate of
reaction. Similar derivation had been studied and investigated in the literature [56,
68,69], and it is reported that at low enzyme concentrations, eq:1eq:8 could be solved
and simplified to the following:
v = k
∗
catEtS
Ke( kdkpa2t + 1) + S
(3.9)
where, Ke = (kcat + k−1)/k1 and k∗cat = kcat/C∗
The simplified expression above is similar to that stated in the literature [56,68,69].
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3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Materials
Candida Rugosa Lipase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co., US. Purified high
quality olive oil was supplied locally from Hail Agricultural Development Co., KSA.
Gum Arabic purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co., US. Absolute Ethanol, Hydrochloric
Acid, Sodium Hydroxide, potassium and sodium phosphate buffer, phenolphthalein,
and other chemicals that has been used were supplied from local companies with
laboratory grads. Deionized water was used as regular solvent for making solutions.
3.3.2 Equipment
A small batch reactor with a water bath circulator and a magnet stirrer was used
for the hydrolysis reactions. This reactor was used for studying the effect of differ-
ent reaction parameters on the lipase activity and olive oil hydrolysis reaction rate.
Basically, the effect of conditions like reaction time, pH, temperature, mixing speed,
substrate concentration, and enzyme loading on the reaction rate and lipase activity
was investigated using this reactor. Burette, volumetric pipette, and Erlenmeyer flasks
were used to titrate the fatty acids liberated from the hydrolysis reaction catalyzed
by lipase.
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3.3.3 Reaction rate and enzyme activity measurements
The lipase activity was measured by lipase units (LU), which is defined as the quan-
tity of lipase that can degrade 1 µmol of olive oil per min at the standard reaction
conditions recommended by assay protocol (temperature of 37oC, Olive oil/gum Ara-
bic substrate, agitation speed 200 rpm, and Sodium Phosphate buffer with pH 8.0).
Equations 3.10 and 3.11 below shows the calculations of the lipase units and enzyme
specific activity [61].
Spact =
v0(v + b)
a
(3.10)
LU = Spact×mg(enzyme used) (3.11)
Where:
a Added enzyme amount (mg)
b Added enzyme volume (ml)
v Reaction volume (ml)
vo Initial reaction rate (µmol ml−1 min−1)
Olive oil hydrolysis by lipase produces free fatty acids and glycerols as shown by
figure 3.1. Fatty acids liberated is the key factor for the reaction rate calculations
in this study, hence the lipase activity is defined based on the amount of fatty acids
produced. Direct titration for the fatty acids resulted from olive oil hydrolysis with
diluted NaOH (0.05 N) was a suitable and accurate procedure to calculate the reaction
rate and lipase activity. The amount of the base consumed represents the liberated
free fatty acids form the lipolysis reaction.
As recommended by the assay protocol [61], the enzymatic reaction was conducted
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Figure 3.1: Hydrolysis of triglycerides (Oils) into simpler fatty acids and glycerols
catalyzed by lipase. (a) Primary hydrolysis of triglycerides into diglycerides, (b) De-
composition of diglycerides into monoglycerols, (c) Final hydrolysis step into free fatty
acids and glycerols [70].
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using olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion substrate. To prepare the substrate, 10 g from
olive oil and gum Arabic were added and mixed in a 400 ml beaker and the volume
was brought to 200 ml using 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, and was ho-
mogenized for 5 min gently using a domestic blender. Then, lipase was added to the
emulsion and incubated in 37oC water bath with continuous stirring. Subsamples
was withdrawn at regular intervals and quenched immediately using ethanol to break
the lipolysis reaction. By titrating the resulted mixture with NaOH (0.05 N) and
taking a blank sample before for calculations, the enzyme activity was determined
accurately [61].
Based on the recipe of olive oil/Arabic gum emulsion mentioned above and by
adding lipase, the hydrolysis reaction initiated. Typically, 10 ml of ethyl alcohol
placed in Erlenmeyer flasks with 25 ml volume and 3 droplets of 1%wt phenolphthalein
indicator was added in each to prepare a quenching cocktail in order to suppress the
reactivity of sub-samples that would be taken next.
A 50 ml of olive oil-gum Arabic substrate had been pre-incubated for 15 minutes
in water bath with 370C and a magnet stirring. After the incubation, 50 mg of lipase
was added to start the hydrolysis to the emulsion substrate. Using stirred reactor
shown in figure 3.2, temperature was kept constant at 370C and the timer was started
while continuing stirring. At predetermined reaction periods, constant amounts of 5
ml had been removed as sub-samples from the reactor and transferred to an isolated
flask which contained the titration cocktail prepared previously. Immediately, the
amount removed was swirled and quenched in ethanol to end the reaction. As a
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preparatory step for the titration process, the quenched samples was turbid and had
been kept for 2 hr at room temperature. The flasks content was titrated using 0.05
M NaOH till a light purple color showed. A plot for the free fatty acids concentration
(mol/ml) versus time (min) was generated and the determined slope indicated the
initial velocity (v0).
3.3.4 Lipase loading, temperature, pH, and mixing speed
Table 3.1: Basic Reaction Conditions
Time (min) Temperature (oC) Enzyme loading (mg) pH Mixing speed (rpm)
00 20 0.0 6.0 200
05 25 0.1 6.5 500
10 30 0.2 7.0 800
15 35 0.3 7.5 1000
20 40 0.4 8.0 1300
25 45 0.5 8.5 1500
30 50 0.6 9.0 -
35 55 0.7 - -
40 60 0.8 - -
45 - 0.9 - -
50 - 1.0 - -
55 - - - -
The effect of enzyme loading on the reaction rate was studied using the same
procedure stated previously. By fixing the reaction time to 30 min and changing
the amount of enzyme from 0.1 mg/ml (lipase/substrate) to 1 mg/ml, the effect of
the lipase concentration on the reaction rate was determined. Reaction temperature
is another important factor for studying an enzymatic reaction kinetics. Keeping
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other parameters fixed, the reaction temperature was changed from 20 to 60oC and
relevant effects on the reaction were clearly observed. Hence, the activation energy
was investigated as the temperature increased and plotted to describe the trend of
the lipase thermal characteristics and its related effect on the reaction rate. To study
the effect of pH, the substrate buffer pH was changed from 4.0 to 9.0 under the same
standard conditions and the reaction time was kept at 30 min. Lipase is very sensitive
to the change on hydrogen ions. Hence, obvious effect was observed and pH against
enzyme activity plots were generated.
3.3.5 Surface area and oils drop size effect
Many methods had been developed for predicting the interfacial area in oil water
mixtures [69,71–73]. The famous Calderbank Model (Equation 3.12) for the area de-
termination was modified by Albasi et al.(1999) and later on by Al-Zuhair et al.(2003).
Calderbank Model:
at =
6φ
D0
= αω
mφT k
1 + nφ (3.12)
Where:
at Specific total interfacial area (m−1)
α Constant defined by Eq. 3.12
φ Oil volume fraction in the emulsion
ω Mixing speed (rpm)
T Temperature (oK)
k, m, and n Constants defined by Eq. 3.12
Albasi et al. (1999) modified the model and investigated the effect of increasing
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the oil fraction, φ, on the accuracy of the results. Their proposed model (Equation
3.13) can predict up to 60% of the oil fraction. Later on, Al-Zuhair [56] did more
modification on this model involving the effect of temperature on the interfacial area
and drop size distribution (Equation 3.14).
A = 2.05 · ω0.745φ−1.269 (3.13)
at =
0.024 · ω0.6φT 1.7
1 + 3φ (3.14)
Figure 3.2 shows stirred reactor that used to study the effect of mixing speed and
oil drop size on lipase activity. The reactor consists of shell a hot water jacket to
control temperature and has an impeller with a motor to manage the mixing speed.
The last model, which was modified by Alzuhair et al. (2003) equation 3.14, had been
used to determine the drop sizes and droplet distribution for the oil water mixture in
order to study its effect on the enzyme activity.
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Lipase activity
To check the enzyme activity, method described above is section 3.3.3 was used. As
shown in figure 3.3, the amount of fatty acids liberated by lipase is increasing rapidly
as the reaction time increases. Since, initially the enzyme starts to be absorbed in to
water phase and consequently starts to activate. Thus, as the time goes more sub-
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Figure 3.2: The experimental setup for the lipolysis of the olive oil emulsion
strate starts to react on the enzyme surface. For lipase concentration of 0.2 mg/ml
(enzyme/substrate), results shown in figure 3.3, indicate that the specific activity,
spact, which is defined by equation 3.10 was found to be 2.57 µmol/(mg×min) ac-
cording to the initial rate of reaction (v0) obtained from the linear fitting for the
data.
Enzyme units, LU , was calculated and found to be 25.67 which is very close to what
Krakowiak et al. (2003) got and even better since they got an activity around 22 LU
when they studied the lipase immobilization on chitosan polyphosphate [74]. This
result indicates that the used enzyme is active and efficiently degraded the triglyceride
into fatty acids.
3.4.2 Effect of enzyme loading on reaction rate
As shown in figure 3.4, the effect of enzyme concentration on the lipolysis reaction
show that for the stated conditions, the reaction mixture reached a saturation point
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Figure 3.3: Initial reaction rate (velocity) calculations using linear fitting,
([E] = 2 g/L (lipase/substrate), ω = 200 rpm, T = 37 oC, pH = 8.0) [75].
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at 0.7 mg/ml. After this point, adding more enzymes does not affect the reaction
rate. This is due to the saturation of the substrate solution by the enzymes, thus,
no more substrates left to get involved with the extra free lipase. Alzuhair et al.
(2003), they studied Candida Rogusa lipase and they found that the rate of palm oil
hydrolysis levelled with a constant value after 0.1 mg/ml [56]. This poor results that
they got compared to ours is due to the high temperature that they used (45oC) which
is slightly above the optimum range as reported by many other studies [76]. However,
our findings and results are still comparable to what they observed.
In another study done by Saktaweewong et al. (2011), they found the maximum
lipase loading to be about 0.26 mg/ml, this is close to what we observed because they
nearly obtained their results under similar conditions [77]. The main reason behind
the inhibition of the enzyme after this critical point is the formation of multilayer at
the interface where the reaction takes place. Below this concentration a monolayer
was dominating the adsorption at the interface and the rate of reaction was linearly
increasing with the lipase concentration as clear from figure 3.4. Increasing the en-
zyme loading increases the layers rounding the substrate and, therefore, decreases the
interaction between the enzyme and the substrate bulk. To avoid this phenomenon,
either we have to decrease the amount of enzyme added or increase the mixing speed
to allow more agitation and refresh the surface od the enzymes. Even this last one
has its limitations [57].
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Figure 3.4: Enzyme concentration effect on the reaction rate and activity, (t =
30 min, ω = 200rpm, T = 37oC, pH = 8)
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3.4.3 Effect of pH on the lipolysis reaction
Figure 3.5 shows the effect of pH on the lipase activity. It shows that the enzyme
activity remains high at a pH range from 7.5 to 8.5 while it starts to decrease at lower
and higher values. These results are identically confirms previous work done by many
in the literature [34, 44, 74]. Gupta et al. (2011) reported that, optimum pH of 8
when they characterized Candida Rogusa lipase after immobilization on membranes
which is typical to what we obtained at nearly similar conditions. The clear decrease
of enzyme activity below and above this optimum range is because of the reversible
reaction that occurred due to the ionization and deionization of basic or acidic groups
in the active cites of the lipase [78].
3.4.4 Substrate concentration effect and kinetic modeling
The substrate concentration has great effect on the lipolysis reaction. Figure 3.6 shows
that the reaction rate is increasing with the increase of the substrate concentration
in the emulsion. This is due to the high enzyme capacity compared to the reacted
oil at the beginning of the reaction. However, from figure 3.8 and considering the
density of olive oil to be 920 Kg/m3, when the oil fraction reaches a range of 30 to
40%, the reaction rate levelled at constant point. A saturation point was observed
and the rate of reaction remains fixed at 17 mol/(L min). Thus, after this critical
concentration the enzyme active cites can not absorb more substrate. This is similar
to what Alzuhair et al. reported when they was studying the hydrolysis of palm oil
by lipase in nearly close conditions [56]. Alzuhair et al. also reported that, after 43%
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Figure 3.5: Effect of pH on the reaction rate and enzyme activity, ([E] = 1g/L, t =
30min, ω = 200rpm, T = 37oC,)
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of oil fraction the reaction rate decreases and the substrate causes inhibition to the
enzyme [56]. In our case, increasing the olive oil fraction up to 55% did not affect the
rate of reaction that much. It is clear form the results obtained that the substrate
has relatively low affinity to the enzyme, since Km for the enzyme was found to be
almost about 0.95 g/ml which is quit high as compared to the results obtained in the
literature [79,80].
Figure 3.6: shows the reaction rate and the effect of the substrate concentration
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3.4.5 Experimental data fitting and constants evaluation
Many studies recommend Hanes-Woolf model to fit the experimental data to Michaelis-
Menton Model [81,82]. Results in figure 3.6 were fitted using Hanes-Woolf method of
linear fitting as shown in figure 3.7. The plot of [S]
v
versus [S] gives accurate results
as recommended by Nimmo et al. (1975) [83]. With this fitting, the estimated values
for Vmax = 22.727 mol/(mg enzyme×min) And Km is = 0.1364g/ml.
Figure 3.7: Hanes-Woolf plot for experimental data
A nonlinear fitting for the data to the proposed model was directly obtained using
Mathematica software. As shown in figure 3.8, high correlation coefficient with R2
equals to 0.992 obtained and the estimated values for Vmax was about 20.514 g/(m3min)
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which is very close to Hanes-Woolf fitting. The Km which represent the substrate
affinity is found to be about 0.0975 g/ml which confirms the results obtained by Al-
Zuhair et al. [56]. Hence, they found the value of Km about 0.076 g/ml [56]. This
slight difference is because they used higher mixing speed (800 rpm) when studying
palm oil hydrolysis, since increasing the stirring and mixing decreases the affinity to
the substrate concentration [56,72].
v = 20.514[S]0.097 + [S] (3.15)
Figure 3.8: Nonlinear fitting using Mathematica© software for the experimental
data to Michaelis-Menten Model
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3.4.6 Effect of mixing speed on the rate of reaction
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of mixing speed on the interfacial area between the en-
zyme and the substrate. It is well-known that increasing mixing and agitation leads to
smaller oil droplets dispersion and subsequently it affects the rate of reaction. Equa-
tion (3.14) was used to estimate the specific area for olive oil/water emulsion. As
clear from figure 3.9, the specific interfacial area increases proportionally with mixing
speed. Subsequently, figure 3.10 shows that the rate of reaction also increases as the
mixing speed increases. However, after 900 rpm no more effect occurs on the reac-
tion rate. At this point the enzymes active cites are fully saturated and no more oils
could be added. Many studies reported similar behavior for oil hydrolysis using lipase
hence the specific interfacial area has no effect at very high mixing speeds [56,72,84].
Applying equation 3.14 the interfacial area could be estimated and a new coefficients
for equation 3.9 could be obtained.
3.4.7 Activation energy and temperature effect
As shown in figure 3.11, the reaction temperature had significant effect on the rate
of reaction. Increasing the temperature increased the initial reaction rate rapidly in
the range below 40oC due to primely two phenomena: (1) Because of the nature of
lipase of being an enzyme that affected is severely by temperature, therefore, its ac-
tivity maintained hight inside this range; (2) While the temperature is increasing the
interfacial area increases due to the thermal effect and mixing enhancement. similar
results had been obtained by Al-Zuhair et al. when they studied the effect of tem-
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Figure 3.9: The effect of the mixing speed on specific interfacial area, ( φ = 0.05, T =
37oC,)
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Figure 3.10: The effect of the mixing speed on the reaction rate and enzyme activity,
([E] = 1g/L, t = 30min, pH = 8, T = 37oC,)
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perature on the lipolysis of palm oil [56]. Above 40oC, a significant decrease on the
reaction rate has been noticed. Mainly, this is due to the deactivation (denaturation)
of the enzyme, hence it is affected by the high temperatures increase and starts to
decompose in that ranges [85]. A sharp rapid decrease in the activity following the
previous stage because of the blockage of the interface between the active enzymes
and the substrate by denatured enzymes, which add more resistances to the hydrolysis
reaction to occur.
Figure 3.11: The effect of the temperature on the reaction rate and enzyme activity,
([E] = 1 g/L, t = 30 min, ω = 200 rpm, pH = 8)
The reaction constant kcat had been estimated from figure 3.11 and the effect of
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the temperature and the activation energy on the rate of reaction has been stated
using the following relation:
k∗cat = koexp(EactRT ) (3.16)
From figure 3.12 shown below, values for ko and Eact were determined and it was
found that the activation energy was around 4.32 Kcal/gmol, which is quit acceptable
compared to what was reported for the enzymatic reactions [86]. Hence, Al-Zuhair et
al. reported a value of 1.2 Kcal/gmol for the hydrolysis of the palm oil using batch
stirring reactor [56]. Kim and Chung reported 7.0Kcal/gmaol activation energy when
studied the hydrolysis of palm oil in reversed micelles system [56]. However, the most
close results stated in the literature to the one here is 5.3 Kcal/gmol reported by
Sémériva and Densulle (1979) when they studied the hydrolysis reaction for oil/ water
emulsions. [87].
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Figure 3.12: Shows the activation energy for the lipolysis reaction
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3.5 Conclusion
A detailed kinetic model for the hydrolysis of olive oil by lipase enzyme was obtained.
Reaction temperature, mixing speed, pH, and substrate concentration were included
in this study. It was found that the optimum conditions for the hydrolysis of olive oil
were 35oC, pH of 8, and 0.7 g (enzyme)/ml (emulsion). Olive oil emulsions hydrolysis
was performed to verify the proposed model experimentally. It had been shown that
lipase is very sensitive to mixing speed in the range between 200 and 1000 rpm, since
it affects the interaction contacting area between the enzyme and the substrate. The
proposed model had a very good agreement with the experimental data obtained.
Substrate affinity was found to be 0.0975 g/ml and the activation energy for the hy-
drolysis reaction was 4.32 Kcal/gmol which agrees with what stated in the literature.
The coefficients estimated using the experimental data could be used to predict the
behaviour of similar hydrolysis reactions in similar conditions.
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CHAPTER 4
SYNTHESIS AND
FUNCTIONALIZATION OF
MULTI WALL CARBON
NANOTUBES
4.1 Introduction
Recently, focus and interest has been made to carbon nano-structured materials. Since
the discovery of fullerenes, carbon nanofibers (CNF), and carbon nanotubes (CNT),
these type of materials became interesting and had great commercial and industrial
importance [35]. CNT and CNF became very important materials to the recent nan-
otechnology revolution. Because of their mechanical, electronic, optical, and chemical
properties, it opened the way to many future research and applications. Remarkably,
mentioned properties can be observed even in one single nanofiber or nanotube [37,88].
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During the last two decades, researches showed that applications like electronics (tran-
sistors, capacitors), energy storage, nano-mechanical devices, and nano-composite ma-
terials are perspective applications for carbon structured materials.
Back to 1991, Sumio Iijima observed a helical structures carbon materials while
he was analyzing carbonaceous materials using Transmittance Electron Microscopy
(TEM) [38]. He used arc discharge method for the synthesis and since then this new
discovered material named “carbon nanotube (CNT)”. CNTs has a diameter nearly
between 2.5 nm and 30 nm and its length varying from few nanometers to microme-
ters. Following this interesting discovery, CNT synthesis and analysis became an area
of interest and focus among researchers. Ebbesen and Ajayan (1992), they reported
that increasing pressure inside arc discharge chambers remarkably enhanced the yield
of CNT production at the graphite cathode. Continuing his work in synthesizing
CNTs using arc discharge technique, Iijima and Bethune (1993), they synthesized one
nanometer diameter carbon nanotubes [39]. Smalley et al. (1996), figured a new
methodology of producing single-wall CNT with extraordinary homogeneous struc-
tures and uniform diameters using laser vaporization of graphite. CNT produced
using this technique had the property of forming tube bundles aligned together, and
they guided Smalley and his group to invent the “rope bundles” [41]. Yacamán et al.
(1993), they produced CNT by using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in their labs
which considered significant achievement. By discovering this technique, CV D, the
door for synthesizing the CNTs commercially was opened widely around the world
because it is an easy and efficient procedure of synthesizing such materials [89].
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4.1.1 Structure of Carbon Nanotube
Carbon nanotubes is described as a rolled sheet of graphene into tubular shape which
has a hexagonal structure of carbon molecules. So, the shell of the tubular structure
consists of benzene-like hexagonal cycles of carbon molecules. The end of the tube
is covered by a cape of half dome (half fullerene) shape. As described, CNT has one
dimensional structure which gives it the most important and unique physical proper-
ties like having a metallic or semi-conducting The chirality of the carbon molecules
on the shell side controls the electrical conductivity of the material. Because it is
well-known as a large aspect ratio one dimensional material and it is nano-cavities,
carbon nanotubes is expected to be used in many different applications. Applications
like hydrogen storage as fuel, electrode materials, capacitors and field emitters consid-
ered hot areas of implementation and use of such interesting material [90]. Because
of all previous properties mentioned above, specially the high surface area, CNTs can
work as an excellent matrices to support bio-materials like enzymes. Enzyme immo-
bilization is a virgin area of research when it is coming to the use of nano-materials
as supports. Because they enhance the enzyme physical and chemical characteristics,
carbon nanotubes are nowadays a key factors when determining the efficiency and
reliability of the biocatalysts. For its unique properties, CNTs are in forefront of re-
cent materials proposed to be used in such important application. High surface area,
ability of functionalization, efficient mass transfer, severe industrial condition resis-
tance, and effective enzyme loading are the most desired advantages of such enzymes
support [91]. Therefore, covalent attachment of enzymes like lipase to functional-
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Figure 4.1: Different types of carbon nanotubes, (a) single wall with different struc-
tures armchair, zigzag, and chiral , and (b) multi-wall carbon nanotubes
ized CNTs became famous technique to enhance their thermal stability and industrial
durability recently [10,92–94].
4.1.2 Production Methods of Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes with different types and aspect ratio are produced in various ways
these days. However, the most well-known methods used recently are: chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), laser ablation, and arc discharge [95]. Although of the many meth-
ods and techniques of synthesis, yet looking for cost-effective large scale production
and purification methods is major concern for researcher and commercial. Mainly, arc
discharge considers two carbon electrodes in which a vapor is created between them
in the presence or absence of catalyst to synthesize the nanotubes. In laser ablation
technology, highly concentrated beam of laser is imposed to a carbon source which
includes feedstock gas like carbon monoxide or methane. Laser ablation technique
is well-known by the production of highly pure CNTs but with small amount. On
other hand, arc-discharge technique produces large quantities of nanotubes with poor
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quality. Chemical vapor deposition considered the most promising technique for the
industrial large scale production. This is due to the low growth and reaction tem-
perature, which adds cost advantage, and the high production yields with acceptable
purities and thus it is preferred as an efficient synthesis technique [95–97].
4.1.3 Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)
Chemical vapor deposition considered a useful method for coating production, fibers,
powders and monolithic components. Recently it is considered an important factor
in electronics industry, bearings, tools coating, corrosion, and many optical appli-
cations. Chemical vapor deposition depends on the principle of solid deposition on
pre-heated surface after a vapor phase reaction takes place. It is a sub-class from
vapor transfer methods, in which a reacted atoms or molecules or both of them de-
posits in an atomistic behavior. This method includes many hydrocarbons as a carbon
source. Benzene (C6H6), acetylene (C2H2), Xylene (C8H10), methane (CH4), pentane
(C5H12), and carbon monoxide is cracked and deposited over different kind of metal-
lic catalysts such as Fe, Co, and Ni at a temperature range from 500 up to 1200oC.
Historically, CVD had been used as an efficient synthesis process for carbon fibers
production [98–100] and nanofiber [45, 101–103], but the use of this method to pro-
duce CNT was not investigated. In 1993, Yacaman et al. studied this technique as
an excellent method to synthesize carbon nanotubes [89]. Chemical vapor deposition
technique depends on the deposition of hydrocarbon atoms on heated catalyst. The
hydrocarbon molecules is dissociated by the catalyst forming complete new structure
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of nano-material. Figure (4.2) illustrates the chemical vapor deposition reactor that
was used in the experiments.
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes
A vertical CVD reactor which shown in figure 4.2 was used to produce the required
CNTs. This type of reactors gives good quality and quantity of CNTs as reported by
AlSaadi et al. [104]. It is very important to have a carbon source (hydrocarbon) to be
cracked into free active carbon atoms which considered the nucleus for nano-material
initiation. While it is flowing through the quartz tube (reactor vessel), carbon source
is heated to high temperatures. This energy is introduced to break down and crack
the hydrocarbon molecules into reactive carbon atoms. It is important to explain the
floating catalyst technique that was used in this experiments. Mainly in typical CVD
reactors, cracked carbon diffuses to the prepared substrate inside the reactor. This
substrate is coated with a “metallic” catalyst that controls the nanotubes growth. Ni,
Fe or Co are the most well-known metals that catalyze the CNT growth. In our case an
“organo-metallic” catalyst was used to control the carbon growth and the structure of
the nanotubes. Many metals forms a chemical binding (Sandwich bonds) with organic
unsaturated hydrocarbon rings (cyclopentadienyl) forming a material that has both
organic and metallic properties well-known as Metallocenes. Ferrocene, Nickelocene,
and Vanadocene dichloride are examples of metallocene. This type of materials can
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be dissolved in most organic solutions forming a homogeneous organic mixture that
contains metals. Ferrocene is one of the efficient organometallic catalysts that is used
for the synthesis of CNTs. Para-Xylene was purchased from a local company and used
as carbon source for the reaction. Before introducing p-Xylene to the reactor, it was
mixed with Ferrocene (2%wt) to form the homogenous mixture that will be vaporized
inside the reactor. Ferocene is an organo-metallic catalyst used for CNT growth
hence it controls the type of CNTs produced and the aspect ratio. An automated
syringe pump as shown in figure 4.2 was used to feed and control the flow rate of the
mixture into the quartz-tube inside the reactor. The reaction temperature was set to
850o C. Hydrogen gas was used, in-excess, as a reducing agent during the reaction to
maintain the cracking of the carbon source [105,106]. It is important to mention that
the reaction takes place in an hour after the oven reaches the optimum temperature.
According to these conditions, high quality Mw-CNTs is expected to be produced.
4.2.2 Oxidation and acid treatment of the produced Mw-
CNTs
For the produced Mw-CNT, each 0.3 g were sonicated in 25 ml of concentrated ni-
tric acid (65 wt%) in a condenser flask as shown in figure4.3. The dispersion was
refluxed under magnetic stirring and continuous heating of 150oC for 48 h. After
that, deionized water was used to dilute and wash the treated Mw-CNTs and filtered.
The resulting diluted nanotube-acid mixture was then introduced to a centrifugal to
separate the nanotubes from the water. Typically, 9000 rpm and about 10 min was
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Figure 4.2: Vertical chemical vapor deposition reactor used in this study, T =
850oC,H2 = 22.5 L/hr, Ferrocene = 2 %(wt), p−Xylene = 40ml/run, t = 1 hr
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enough to separate the nanotubes completely from the water. Finally, the nanotubes
were rinsed using ethanol up to neutral pH (7) and the samples were dried in vacuum
at 40oC overnight. [107,108].
Figure 4.3: Reflux condenser used for the acid treatment of Mw-CNT produced from
CVD technique, T = 150oC,HNO3 = 65%wt, CNT = 0.012g/ml, t = 48hr
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4.2.3 Characterization of the produced Mw-CNTs
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to analyze and investigate the morphol-
ogy (aspect ratio) of the produced Mw-CNTs. For its ability and accuracy in scanning
the samples surface structure, SEM gives excellent indication for the outer shape and
general physical characteristics of the samples. Typically, a very small amount (few
µg) of the produced CNTs were prepared on a 12.7mm pin which is covered by carbon
tabs. Gold coating was applied for each sample (5 nm gold layer) before analyzing
using the SEM device. Different magnifications and energy levels was used. Samples
before and after acid treatment was imaged clearly using different positions.
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Samples purity and thermal stability of the produced Mw-CNTs was analyzed using
thermogravimetric analysis known as TGA. It was used to study the crystalinity of
the produced CNT in order to distinguish the deposited carbons according to their
different thermal stability level. This analysis test was performed using a TA Q500
thermogravimetric Instrument which has an EGA furnace installed. Each sample was
prepared and 7 mg was taken to the platinum pan inside the instrument furnace.
Heating rate was adjusted to be 1oC/min with maximum temperature of 800oC. The
test was performed in air flow of 100ml/min through the burning period. Purification
of sample was not necessary, since the CVD technique produces Mw-NTs with high
purity ranged between 92.5% up to 97.1% [109].The only impurities expected to appear
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in the produced Mw-CNTs were an amorphous carbon thin layer on carbon nanotube
surface. The presence of encapsulated Fe catalyst particles inside the tubes is probable.
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry Analysis (FTIR)
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a very important analytical tool
when coming to the chemical biding and material surface modification. Although it is
useful and a direct analytical tool to study the nature of oxidized surfaces, yet there are
many experimental issues keeps us from getting IR spectra for carbon materials [110].
It could only be used for carbon material with high oxidized surfaces; else the bands
absorption intensity will be very low. A factor that has hindered the advancement
of FTIR as a tool for Mw-CNT analysis is the poor infrared transmittance of Mw-
CNTs [111]. The use of KBr to dilute the samples which allows more IR to pass
throw the sample is one of the well-known techniques used in such cases [112]. Mw-
CNTs shows a very strong absorbance due to its dark nature, thus it can not be
distinguished from noises of the background during FTIR analysis. Therefore very
small concentration of the sample is used usually diluted with potassium bromide.
In this study, samples were prepared using potassium bromide and a tiny crystals of
Mw-CNTs added. After grinding the CNT into potassium bromide, a manual press
was used to make small plates with size fits to FTIR instruments light beam holder.
The number scans used varied between 8 − 16 scans with a wave length range from
500 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 SEM results for the produced multi wall CNTs
Scanning electron microscope was used to analyze the morphology and surface prop-
erties of the produced Mw-CNT. Figure 4.4.(a) shows the tube bundles agglomerated
together forming ropes. Clear nanotubes with high purity as shown in figure4.4.(c)
was produced using chemical vapor deposition. Figure 4.4.(b) shows catalyst parti-
cle (Ferrous) agglomerated after the decomposition of the ferrocene molecules. As
the mixture of p-Xylene/Ferrocene was introduced to the reactor, and with the high
temperature (850oC), the iron atoms detached immediately form ferrocene molecules
and agglomerate forming an active catalyst surface for the carbon source. The carbon
atoms cracked from p-Xylene attacks the active Fe surface forming a start-up base
where the CNT begins to be initiated [113, 114]. As shown from figure 4.4.(d) nan-
otubes are formed on the surface of the catalyst and starts to grow forming long tubes.
The existence of Fe catalyst is very important for the process to complete. It enables
the carbon active atoms to be formed in a tubular shape after it had been cracked
from the liquid carbon source. Many, theories and methodologies was proposed to
describe the growth of the nanotubes [115,116].
Mo et al. (2001) proposed three steps that occur that results in the growth of the
nanotube: (1) the carbon source (p-Xylene in our case) is adsorbed and dissociated
on the active cites of the catalyst surface; (ii) in the second step the carbon atoms
diffuses into the catalyst molecules due to the high activity; and (iii) finally carbon
atoms precipitated at the surface of the metal particle forming nanotubes [117]. Figure
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4.4.(d) shows typical representation of the steps mentioned, since tubes start to form
on the surface of the catalyst after it was absorbed from vapor phase and precipitate
forming the bundles. Figure 4.5 (a) and (c) shows clear tubes that obtained from CVD
reactor. The produced bundles have high length up to few micrometers as shown in
figure 4.5.(c). However using floating catalyst technique in the CVD reactor results
in a random growth as observed in figure 4.5.(a). Uniform growth could be obtained
if a substrate coated with catalyst used instead of haphazard catalyst agglomerated
particles [113]. CVD technique produced Mw-CNT with diameters between 50 nm
and 200 nm as shown from the labeled tubes in figure 4.5.(b). With this surface and
morphology properties, the produced Mw-CNT are considered excellent support for
lipase immobilization, which is the purpose of the synthesis.
4.3.2 Thermaogravimetric analysis (TGA) for the Mw-CNT
and Mw-CNT-COOH
It is clear from figure 4.6 that the Mw-CNTs produced using CVD technique has high
resistant to oxidation. From figure 4.6.(a), Green, degradation of the sample started
at 500oC which indicates high crystalinity for the CNT. The maximum oxidation rate
occurs at 655oC as indicated by the sharp peak in figure 4.6.(b), Blue. This is identical
to what reported by previous studies for synthesis of CNT using CVD technique and
similar conditions [96, 109, 118]. The high Mw-CNT resistance to thermal oxidation
is due to structure of carbon atoms and its binding (hexagonal benzene ring), hence
aromatic bonds are expected to be dominating [118]. The smooth thermogravimetric
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Figure 4.4: Scanning electron microscopy images for the produced Mw-CNTs.
(a) CNT bundles agglomerated together, (b) catalyst particle after deposition, (c)
and (d) same images inverted using image processing program. HV : 15kV,WD :
11.30mm,Det : SE,MAG : 20kx
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Figure 4.5: Scanning electron microscopy images for the produced Mw-CNTs. (a)
and (b) is images as received from SEM device, (c) and (d) same images inverted using
image processing program. HV : 15kV,WD : 11.30mm,Det : SE + InBeam,MAG :
17.6kx
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degradation between 100oC and 500oC indicates the purity of the sample, thus no
other forms of carbon or organic molecules appeared. However as indicated by figure
4.6.(a), Green, at the end of the thermal degradation (700 − 800oC), the sample
contains about 9.5%wt of encapsulated iron particles (catalyst residue). Figure4.7
shows the thermogravimetric analysis for the Mw-CNT after treatment using nitric
acid. The weight loss in the sample at 200oC shown in figure 4.7.(a), Black, indicates
to the degradation of carboxyl acidic groups. It is clear from the curve that at 400oC
10% of the raw Mw-CNT was functionalized as carboxyl groups. Oxidation of CNT
in the TGA analysis occurs and starts initially at tubes ends and open tips. Fractures
and deflection of the nanotubes shell is possible to be functionalized and burned first.
Functionalization using acids even breaks and make more deflections of the tubes shell
to initiate carboxyl groups on the surface [119, 120]. These cracks and broken cites
would easy the way for oxygen to be absorbed on that surface and burn the tubes. This
phenomena explains the early degradation of the functionalized CNT sample at 450oC
as shown in figure 4.7.(a), Green, compared to 500oC for the raw one figure 4.6.(a).
Figure 4.7.(b), Blue, confirms the observed results, since the maximum oxidation of
the functionalized Mw-CNTs occurs at 570oC which is lower than what observed for
raw CNT (655oC) shown in figure 4.6.(b), Blue. It is important to notice that the
acid treatment had removed the catalyst impurities from the samples as shown form
figure 4.7.(b). At a temperature range between 700 − 800oC, impurities left in the
pan after burning was 3%wt, while it was 10% as shown in figure 4.6.(a) before the
acid treatment.
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Figure 4.6: Thermogravimetric properties of the Mw-CNT material. Green curve
(a) is the weight loss percentage, Blue curve (b) shows the derivative weight change.
Ramp rate 1oC/min, Sample weight 7 mg, Air flow rate 100 ml/min
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Figure 4.7: Thermogravimetric properties of acid treated Mw-CNT. Black curve
(a) is the weight loss percentage, Blue curve (b) shows the derivative weight change.
Ramp rate 1oC/min, Sample weight 7 mg, Air flow rate 100 ml/min
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR) results
FTIR was performed to investigate and confirm the oxidation of the produced CNT
using acid treatment. Spectrum in figure 4.8 indicates the transmittance of infrared
trough the sample and the consequent resonance on chemical bonds. A quick compar-
ison of the FTIR spectrum (a) and (b) in figure 4.8 shows the difference in the sample
before and after the treatment. Peaks raises at 1670 cm1, 1180 cm−1 and 3360 cm1 for
treated Mw-CNTs using acid compared to the raw Mw-CNTs shows that acid oxida-
tion has functionalized the surface of CNT with some groups. Acid strength and the
reflux and treatment time is key factors that control the quantity of these functional
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groups [110, 121]. The peak appears at 1670 cm−1 indicates the (C=O) stretching
vibration of carbonyl groups associated with aromatic bindings [110,121,122]. While
that at 1180 cm1 is due to C-O stretching and O-H bending vibrations [110,121,122].
As an overall conclusion, FTIR analysis provided strong evidence for the existence of
carboxyl groups and acid defects in Mw-CNT walls.
Figure 4.8: FTIR spectrum for acid treated Mw-CNT
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, multi-wall carbon nano-tubes (Mw-CNTs) was synthesized using
chemical vapor deposition technique. The produced Mw-CNTs were found to have
high aspect ratio when analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Thermo-
gravimetric analysis (TGA) results showed that the produced Mw-CNTs have purity
up to 92%. Because ferrocene was used as a catalyst, SEM images showed some iron
particles attached to the tubes bundles as impurities. The produced Mw-CNT was
treated using Nitric acid oxidation. Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) analysis con-
firmed the appearance of carboxyl groups bands in the samples. After analyzing the
acid treated Mw-CNTs using TGA, results showed that up to 10% (wt) of Mw-CNT
was functionalized into carboxyl groups.
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CHAPTER 5
IMMOBILIZATION OF LIPASE
ON MW-CNT FOR OILY WASTE
WATER TREATMENT
Abstract
In this chapter, immobilization of lipase enzyme on multi-wall carbon nanotubes (Mw-
CNTs) using covalent binding is investigated and studied. Using a chemical vapor de-
position (CVD) technique, Mw-CNTs were produced and then treated by nitric acid
and organic cross-linkers. The immobilization reaction takes place in an aqueous phase
using buffer solutions with adjusted pH. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Ther-
mogravimetric analysis (TGA) show suc¬cessful attachment and high enzyme loading
up to 19.5% (wt). Immobilization of lipase on Mw-CNTs enhanced the catalytic ac-
tivity of the enzyme when tested in oil/water emulsions. The titrimetric analysis of
hydrolyzed samples using MwCNT-Lipase (after 1 hr reaction time at 37oC) shows an
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increase in the enzyme activity up to five times compared to the free lipase. Lipase
activity and enzyme loading depends on the oxidized Mw-CNT surfaces, cross-linkers
type and concentrations, and enzyme amount. The biomaterial shows high thermal
and operational stability and activity when tested in oil/water emulsions prepared in
the lab, and can resist the severe conditions in industrial applications.
Keyword: FOG, Lipase Immobilization, Carbon nanotubes, Wastewater Treat-
ment
5.1 Introduction
Fats, Oils, and grease, refers as ”FOG”, are one of the main water pollutants coming
from food industries, restaurants, slaughterhouses, leather processing units, and dairy
waste water [2–4, 123]. Many problems that face waste water plants when handling
the oily or fatty polluted water. Mainly, waste water contains another pollutants
including salts and minerals, not only it is considered as hazardous materials, but
also it works as emulsifiers and helps the oil to be blended into the water forming
different complex oil in water emulsions [124]. Moreover, because of the heavy viscous
property of FOGs, it clogs the networks in waste water treatment plants causing
additional maintenance concerns. Furthermore, the floatation of oils on the water/air
interface causes real issues in activated sludge processes and biological treatment,
since it limits the oxygen transferred into the water to activate the biomass [6, 125].
Concurrently, micro-organisms and bacteria used in these processes adsorbs oils and
greases which make it float to the surface reducing the biological treatment efficiency.
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Additionally, fatty acids resulted from FOG esterification and hydrolysis inhabits the
bacteria and micro-organisms activity [7]. Beside these severe treatment technology
concerns, FOG causes serious health and environmental problems by blocking sewer
pipes and reducing its diameter, it causes flooding and attract pathogens and vermin
[8].
There are many methods and techniques that are used in the waste water treat-
ment [126–130]. The preference of one to the other depends on many factors including
the source of the oily water, the contents of the pollutants, and the usage of water
after treatment. The removal of oil and the treatment efficiency is determined by the
concentration and physical properties of the oils existing and its drop size [124]. From
the many methods that are used to deal with such waste water including chemical,
physical, and biological methods [126], enzymatic hydrolysis for the oily waste wa-
ter comes in the forefront [127]. Enzymes like lipases and esterases have been used
widely in last decades in the biochemical processing of FOGs, hence, it degrades and
transform the complex fatty triglycerides into simpler chains of free fatty acids [131].
As mentioned, lipase has very important role in catalyzing many significant reac-
tions. Including hydrolysis of triglycerides it plays major role in waste water treatment
applications, esterification, transesterification, synthesis of peptides, region selective
acylation of menthols and glycols, and production of many important chemicals [56].
These vital reactions put lipases in the forefront of the promising materials that could
be used in biotechnology and industrial applications such as pharmaceutical synthe-
sis, detergents, cosmetics, food industries, organic chemical processing, nutrition and
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agro-chemical industries bio-surfactants, and recently oily waste water treatment [34].
Nonetheless, all these applications, which include severe industrial conditions specially
waste water treatment, is often restricted by the deficiency in long time operational
stability, durability and the difficulty to recover and recycle the enzymes [56]. These
disadvantages can be overtaken by using enzyme immobilization [132].
Mainly, attaching enzymes to a certain support has many advantages. Support
matrices have chemical characteristics and mechanical properties such as strength,
temperature handling, surface area, thermal and electrical conductivity and the most
important is the ability to be fabricated in different reactor processes including pack-
ing, fluidization, immersing and recycling. On the other hand, enzymes have another
reactive and biochemical properties that controls the catalytic process and the type
of kinetics and it determines the final products. Combining both properties provide
many merits to the whole process. Hence, the operational stability is the most im-
portant key factor for any catalyst used in the industry, the support increases the
durability and the mass transfer effect maintain the high efficiency for the immobi-
lized enzyme. However, the immobilization method controls the yield and the reaction
performance since it affects the chemical characteristics of the enzyme.
Many organic and inorganic supports have been used for lipase immobilization
[133]. Recently, the use of nano-materials as a supports for the enzyme immobilization
has received significant attention. It is well known that many nano-materials has very
large surface area which can provide large enzymes loading and also it has many
physical, mechanical and electrical properties made it in the forefront of the global
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research interest [14, 15]. Carbon nanotube which is a nano-scale one dimensional
tubular material has a graphitic structure is considered one of the most famous nano-
materials that can be used as a support for enzymes immobilization. Considering its
high aspect ratio and significant mechanical properties it is expected that it would be
a good support matrix for enzyme loading [10]. In this study, considerable effort was
focused on the study of the covalent immobilization of lipase on the surface of the
multi-wall CNTs. The immobilized lipase was applied and used in oily waste water
degradation and treatment.
5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Materials
Candida Rugosa Lipase, N-ethyl-N-(3-(dimethylamino)propyl)carbodiimide hydrochlo-
ride (EDC), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS),
and Gum Arabic were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. US. Purified high quality
olive oil was supplied locally from Hail Agricultural Development Co. KSA. Abso-
lute Ethanol, Hydrochloric Acid, Sodium Hydroxide, phosphate buffer that was used
were supplied from local companies with laboratory grads. High purity functionalized
CNT (MwCNT-COOH) was supplied from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials
Inc. US. As described in Chapter 3.5, high quality multi-wall carbon nanotubes was
produced locally using CVD technique described in section 4.2.1. The produced Mw-
CNT was then treated and prepared with acid oxidation for the purpose of using it
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as support matrix for the enzyme. After treatment and characterization using SEM,
TGA, and FTIR, the produced Mw-CNT was found to be with an excellent quality
compared to the commercial CNT purchased. Confidently, it can be used as a support
for the lipase immobilization.
5.2.2 Immobilization of lipase on the functionalized CNTs
40 ml of 50 mM 2− (N −morpholino)ethanesulfonicacid MES) with pH of 6 was
added to 40 ml of 400 mM N −Hydroxysuccinimide(NHS) solution in MES. The
mixture was added to 80 mg functionalized carbon nanotubes (FCNT). The mixture
was sonicated for 30 min (Amplitude 50% and 0.8 Cycles), followed by addition of
40 ml of 20 mM 1−Ethyl− 3− (3−dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide(EDC) and
the whole mixture was stirred for 30 min at 200 rpm. Using filter paper and vacuum
filter the reaction mixture was filtered and washed using MES buffer. The sample after
filtration was about 0.15 g. Lipase enzyme was added after this step. The pretreated
sample was added to 20 ml of 10 mg/ml lipase and sonicated for 3 min. The mixture
was shaken at 200 rpm overnight and then filtered using the vacuum drier and washed
three times with deionized water.
5.2.3 Immobilized lipase characterization and analysis
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to study the morphology of the samples.
SEM images for the tube bundles before and after the immobilization was taken.
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Figure 5.1: Covalent attachment of lipase on Mw-CNT surface: (1 to 2) Acid oxi-
dation using HNO3 to make carboxyl groups on the CNT surface, (2 to 3) Addition
of EDC cross-linker to activate the carboxyl group, (3 to 4) Attaching an amide good
leaving group (NHS) making the semi-stable intermediate (CNT-NHS), (4 to 5) Re-
placing NHS group with the lipase amide functional group making the stable covalent
bond
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Different magnifications and electron beam energies were used during the analysis to
investigate the existence and attachment of the enzyme to the nanotubes walls.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was the key factor for the
elemental composition for the samples. After analyzing the surface using the (SEM-
EDX), samples were characterized and the elemental composition before and after
the immobilization was measured. Three kind of samples were investigated: (1) pure
functionalized (oxidized) Mw-CNT before the immobilization; (2) free lipase enzyme
as received from the supplier company; and (3) the immobilized lipase on Mw-CNTs
after the functionalization. Comparing the elemental content of the three samples can
give us very clear image about the attachment.
Thermogravimetric Analysis and characterization
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed for the samples to investigate the
evaporation and burning of the bonds that indicate the attachment efficiency and
stability. Studying the degradation of Mw-CNT before and after the immobilization
and in comparison to the free lipase will give a clue about the attachment success.
This test was done using a TA Q500 thermogravimetric Instrument as described in
section 4.2.3. Sample was prepared and 7 mg was taken into a platinum pan. Heating
rate was about 1oC/min and the maximum temperature was adjusted to be 900oC.
The test was performed in air flow of 100ml/min through the burning period.
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Fourier transform infrared spectrum Analysis
As an important analytical tool for molecules alteration and chemical binding mod-
ifications Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to analyze the
samples before and after the immobilization reaction. Since it is useful as a direct
analyzing method for the modified surfaces nature, it should be considered as a basic
tool when coming to enzyme immobilization. Though its importance, however it has
some experimental limitations [110]. When coming to carbon materials characteriza-
tion, it could only be used for material with high oxidized surfaces since the bands
absorption intensity will be very low. As descriped in section4.2.3, a factor that has
hindered the advancement of FTIR as a tool for Mw-CNT analysis is the poor infrared
transmittance of Mw-CNTs [111]. Potassium bromide (KBr) was used to dilute the
samples and to allow more IR to pass throw as recommended by [112]. After grinding
of Mw-CNT, lipase, and MwCNT-lipase with potassium bromide, plates with a suit-
able size for the device were made for each sample using manual press. Typically, 16
scans with a wave length range from 500 cm−1 up to 4000 cm−1 were used to cover
the full range of bonds resonance.
5.2.4 Immobilized lipase activity
The immobilized enzyme activity was investigated based on the hydrolysis of the emul-
sified olive oil as described in section 3.3.3. Olive oil/water was prepared to simulate
the real oily waste water. Liberated fatty acids was then titrated with NaOH 0.05N
to calculate the initial rate of reactions [61]. The volume of NaOH used represents the
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quantity of liberated fatty acids form the hydrolysis process. Olive oil/gum Arabic
substrate was used in the hydrolysis reaction [61]. To prepare the substrate, 10 g each
olive oil and gum Arabic was added and mixed in a 400 ml beaker and the volume
was brought to 200 ml using 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 8.0, and homog-
enized for 5 min using a domestic blender without causing excessive foaming. The
MwCNTs-Lipase was added to the substrate and sonicated for 3min to ensure that it
has been dispersed homogeneously. The lipase activity is measured by the lipase units
LU, which is defined as the quantity of lipase that can degrade 1 µmol of olive oil
per min at the standard reaction conditions recommended in the literature (temper-
ature of 37oC, Olive oil/gum Arabic substrate, agitation speed 200 rpm, and Sodium
Phosphate buffer with pH 8.0) [61]. Equations (3.10 and 3.11) shown in section 3.3.3
represents the calculations of lipase units and specific activity.
5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) Analysis
Figure 5.2 shows SEM images for lipase crystals with different magnifications. From
image (b) in figure 5.2, it is clear that lipase has a shiny crystals structure. From shown
in figure 5.3.(a), shiny parts on surface of the tubes bundles indicates the existence
of another brighter material on the surface. This images gives us an indication of
lipase molecules attached to the surface. Using higher magnification, Image in figure
5.3.(b) shows clear enzyme molecules attached to the Mw-CNT surface. This bright
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structures was noticed along the tubes and in the fractured parts of the CNTs.
Figure 5.2: Scanning electron microscopy image for the free lipase, HV :
30.0kV,MAG : 80kx,Det : SE
Figure 5.3: Scanning electron microscopy SEM image for the Immobilized lipase on
the MW-CNT surface, HV : 30.0kV,MAG : 80kx,Det : SE
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5.3.2 Thermaogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Thermal degradation results for free lipase, Mw-CNT, and MwCNT-Lipase were col-
lected and analyzed as shown in figure5.4. figure 5.4.(a), shows smooth degradation
under thermal conditions when temperature reached 500oC, where the sample starts
to burn and only catalyst particles (ferrocene) and ashes remained in the pan which
was 7.3%wt. Free lipase sample figure 5.4.(c) shows small degradation (4%wt) at the
beginning of the burning below 100oC. This is due to moisture evaporation from the
sample as it starts to lose some weight because of drying. As the temperature increases
the sample start to degrade again hence after 200oC sharp decrease of enzymes weight
happened due to chemical bonds disintegration. After 350oC burning rate was slowing
down notably until it remained constant at 50%wt to the end of the process. Compar-
ing immobilized lipase sample with previous results it is clear that at the beginning
of heating 10%wt of sample weight was lost due to moisture evaporation.
When temperature raised to a range between 225oC and 550oC, rapid decrease
occur, leaving only 70%wt of the sample. This last weight loss ensures the enzyme
attached to the CNT when was compared to Mw-CNT curve (a) and pure lipase
(b) at the same range. Since no change to Mw-CNT sample happened at the same
range and for free lipase it shows similar behaviour and trend as for MwCNT-Lipase
sample. From last observation of figure 5.4.(c), at the range between 225oC and 540oC
we can ensure that 19.5% wt of lipase was attached to the Mw-CNTs if we compare
it with figure 5.4.(a). According to the literature, Pavlidis et al. (2010) studied
covalent attachment of lipase on Mw-CNT using organic cross linkers. Our findings
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are very close to what they got since they reported 25%wt of enzyme attachment to
the CNT [10].
Figure 5.4: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) for Mw-CNT (a), Free Lipase (c),
and Immobilized lipase (b). Samples weight= 7 mg, Platinum pan, Heating rate =
1oC/min, Maximum temperature, (Tmax)= 900oC, Air flow rate = 100ml/min.
5.3.3 Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) results
Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was conducted on the samples
to check the elemental composition before and after the immobilization. Table 5.1
shows that some elements had appeared after the immobilization, this confirms the
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existence of the enzyme in the immobilized sample. Pure CNTs contains 90% carbon
as expected while the free lipase has about 64.6%. Therefore, results for immobilized
lipase sample shown 72.64% of carbon content. Oxygen content has increased from
8.2% in pure CNTs to 24.79% in the immobilized lipase sample which indicates clearly
the appearance of new materials to the sample. For pure lipase oxygen content was
found to be 31.42%, this is explains the increase of oxygen percentage in MwCNT-
Lipase sample. Other elements like Magnesium (Mg), Phosphorous (P ) and Calcium
(Ca) appeared in the MwCNT-Lipase samples confirming the attachment of lipase to
the nanotubes as shown in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: EDX results and the atomic percentage of three samples: Functionalized
carbon nanotubes (Mw-CNT), pure lipase (Lipase), and Immobilized lipase (MwCNT-
Lipase)
Element Mw-CNT Lipase MwCNT-Lipase
C K 89.99 64.59 72.64
O K 8.20 31.42 24.79
Mg K - 0.54 0.36
P K 0.35 0.98 1.27
Cl K 0.14 - -
K K 0.14 1.45 0.07
Ca K - 0.38 0.80
5.3.4 Fourier Transform Infrared analysis
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was performed to investigate the
covalent binding between lipase and oxidized CNTs. Spectrum shown in figure 4.8
specifies the transmittance of infrared trough the samples before and after the immo-
bilization. From figure 5.5 we can clearly notice that for oxidized Mw-CNTs spectrum
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(a), band at 1680 cm−1 indicates the carbonyl (C=O) stretching vibration associ-
ated with aromatic bindings [121, 134, 135]. While that at 1180 cm1 is due to C-O
stretching and O-H bending vibrations [110, 121, 122]. The existence of hydroxyl
broad peak at 3350 cm−1 confirms the oxidation of Mw-CNT. For Free lipase spec-
trum figure 5.5 (c), double peaks appeared between 1600 cm−1 and 1700 cm−1 exactly
at 1645 cm−1 and 1750 cm−1 indicates primary amide region. Band appeared at
3450 cm−1 is due to amide stretching (N-H) which confirms the amide existence. The
sharp peak in MwCNT-Lipase spectrum appeared at 1607 cm−1 indicates the car-
bonyl binding to the amide [10,121]. It differs from the previous one noticed for pure
Mw-CNT and lipase since it was shifted from 1680 cm−1 (on MW-CNT sample) to
1607 cm−1. This shift is due to the chemical bond between the amide and the car-
bonyl, since the acetamide binding decreases the carbonyl resonance to IR that have
higher wave length. The sample also shows clearly the symmetric and asymmetric
band vibrations of (−CH2−) groups at 2870 and 2930 cm−1, respectively. These
groups was not clear in oxidized MwCNT spectra, verifying the successful attachment
of organic groups to the carbon nanotubes [10, 121]. The appearance of sharp peak
nearly at 3430 cm−2 confirms amide existence in the sample. The small shoulder no-
ticed at 3200 cm−1 indicates the remaining traces of hydroxyl group. FTIR analysis
confirmed the immobilization of lipase to Mw-CNT indicating clear covalent binding
between the enzyme and the nanotubes surface.
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Figure 5.5: Fourier transform infrared spectrum for oxidized carbon nanotubes, free
lipase, and Immobilized lipase on MwCNTs
5.3.5 Immobilized lipase activity
Immobilized lipase activity was measured in olive oil emulsions. Figure 5.6 shows
lipase units LU which represent the initial rate of reaction for immobilized lipase. Im-
mobilized enzyme exhibits higher activity reaches up to 35 LU after only 20 min, but
it decreases dramatically until it reach 8 LU after one hour reaction time. Krakowiak
et al. (2003) studied the immobilization of lipase on chitosan polyphosphate porous
beds and they found that the activity of the enzyme decreases when they used it for
olive oil hydrolysis. They reported 3.7 U/ml for Chitosan-Lipase composite which is
even incomparable to what is shown in figure 5.6 since the MwCNT-Lipase activity
reached up to 345 U/ml [74].
Figure 5.7 shows fatty acids liberated by free lipase compared to immobilized li-
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Figure 5.6: The activity of immobilized lipase on the CNTs measured in LU , Olive
oil/gum Arabic emulsion substrate, Temperature=37.0oC, agitation speed 200 rpm,
and Sodium Phosphate buffer with pH 8.0)
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Figure 5.7: Effect of reaction time on the amount of fatty acids liberated by free
lipase (Black) and MWNT–lipase (Red), enzyme Loading = 1 mg/ml, olive oil/gum
Arabic emulsion substrate, pH = 8, reaction temperature = 37.0oC, mixing speed
=200 rpm
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pase (MwCNT-Lipase) at similar reaction conditions. Results shows that immobilized
lipase has an average of nearly 100 µmol/ml along the first hour of the reaction, while
free lipase shows lower activity reaches up to 20 µmol/ml. As shown in figure 5.7 after
20 min reaction time the amount of fatty acids liberated reached up to 140 µmol/ml
or 140 µmol/mg lipase considering 1mg/ml as an enzyme concentration.
The significant increase in immobilized lipase activity in contrast to free lipase
may refer to Mw-CNT hydrophobicity nature. Recently, many authors reported that
increasing the hydrophobicity support material used for immobilization of an enzyme
may increase its activity by repairing and reforming the enzyme functional struc-
ture [10, 136]. Menaa et al. (2008) studied the encapsulation of lipase into modified
silica glasses and they found significant increase in the enzymes activity due to at-
tachment to such hydrophobic matrix. They reported an increase in enzymes activity
when changing glass hydrophobicity. This change in hydrophobicity could increase
the properly-folded lipase fraction and regulate the substrate partitioning into the
support material [136].
Mw-CNTs creates a hydrophobic environment with oils esters affecting the sub-
strates and products diffusion and distribution along the hydrolysis process. The
hydrophobic micro- environment of the MwCNT-Lipase created after the attachment
increases the openness to oil substrates, which is naturally hydrophobic, and thus
enhances the esterification and lipase activity [10]. According to Sibel Fadıloglu and
Zerrin Soylemez (1998), they studied the hydrolysis of olive oil using lipase immo-
bilized on Celite and reported 180 µmol fatty acids/m lipase in similar reaction
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conditions after 20min reaction time. However, considering the substrate concentra-
tion that they used our immobilized enzyme shown better results. Since they used
12.5%(v/v) comapred to only 2.72%(v/v) that we used.
Figure 5.8: Initial velocity calculations and linear fitting for immobilized lipase
activity (MwCNT-Lipase). Reaction start point assumed to be: (1) At the beginning
of agitation (Black); (2) After 5 min; and (3) After 10 min of mixing. Conditions:
Enzyme Loading = 1 mg/ml, Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion substrate, pH = 8,
Reaction temperature = 37.0oC, Mixing speed =200 rpm.
To calculate the specific activity (spact) of the enzyme under the conditions stated,
as described by equation 3.10 in chapter 2.4, initial velocity (v0) for the reaction should
be obtained. From figure 5.7 by looking to the immobilized lipase curve (Red), it is
clear that the reaction had started slowly and after 10 min sudden jump occurred.
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This is due to the agglomeration of the Mw-CNT bundles that envelopes the enzymes
and retard it from the substrates. After a period of time while mixing it was detached
and the enzyme was exposed and started to interact with the substrate. Therefore, for
the calculations of the initial velocity (v0) this elapsed time should be ignored. This
is because initial velocity calculations only considers the linear portion that appears
at the beginning of the reaction [61]. Figure 5.8 shows the initial traces of fatty acids
produced form olive oil hydrolysis using the immobilized lipase. figure 5.8. (a) shows
cut of results from figure 5.7 in the range below 20 min reaction time. It is very clear
that reaction rate stays very low (approximately zero) in the first ten minutes. This
due to initial mixing time delay and in-homogenous nature of reaction mixture at the
beginning. Suitable assumption for such case is to assume a delay time for the reaction
and thus should be considered when calculating the initial velocity, v0. Calculating of
initial velocity without considering such important observation would result in wrong
and fake enzyme activity. From figure 5.8.(a), estimation of v0, (which represented
by the linear fitting slope), shown that the initial velocity was 5.68 with poor R2
(0.772). This estimation resulted in specific activity (spact) of 31.27 µmol/mg×min
as calculated from equation 3.10. By shifting the reaction time 5 min forward as
shown by figure 5.8.(b), the initial velocity increases since the data fits the linear
approximation more accurate. Therefore, considering 10 min elapsed time as reaction
pre-incubation period, initial velocity estimation increases up to 14.72 as shown in
figure 5.8.(c). Considering the last assumption (10 min incubation time), the specific
activity estimated and was found to be 81.1 µmol/mg×min.
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5.3.6 Effect of reaction temperature on immobilized lipase
The immobilized lipase was investigated and tested in a temperature range between
20oC to 40oC and enzyme activity was measured in comparison with the free lipase.
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of temperature on MwCNT-Lipase activity compared to
free lipase. Results shows that immobilization of lipase on to carbon nanotubes had
improved the enzyme activity slightly compared to free lipase. Previous study by
Karkowiak et al. (2003), mentioned a decrease in lipase activity when immobilized
into supports [74]. Compared to results shown in figure 5.9, the activity of the enzyme
remained nearly constant with slight decrease in low temperature range below 25oC.
This decrease may refer to the nature of oily substrates and its behavior at low tem-
peratures. previous studies reported that the lipase activity depends highly on the
solubility and viscosity of the substrate compared to water [137]. It is well-known that
at low temperatures, oil viscosity and density increases severely forming agglomerated
particles which is difficult to be absorbed to the enzyme active cites.
5.3.7 Synthetic waste water sample and enzyme lipolysis
Synthetic waste water was prepared by mixing olive oil with the tap water and gum
Arabic to make emulsified phase. figure 5.10.(a) shows the sample after treatment
with the free lipase. Clearly we can see the oil droplets on the surface of the water
after it has been degraded by the enzyme. Figure 5.10.(b) shows the same water
sample treated with the MwCNT-Lipase. Due to the hydrophobic behavior of the
CNTs, the liberated oil is agglomerated with the MwCNT-Lipase nano-composite and
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Figure 5.9: Effect of reaction temperature on the specific activity of the free lipase
and MWNT–lipase, Enzyme Loading = 1 mg/ml, Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion
substrate, pH = 8, reaction time = 30 min, mixing speed =200 rpm
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suspended on the surface of the water. This could be an advantage for the industrial
applications that requires high enzyme loading for waste water treatment and gives
us the opportunity to recycle and reuse the enzyme many times.
Figure 5.10: Synthetic waste water treatment samples. Image (a): Sample treated
using free lipase, Image (b): Sample treated using MwCNT-Lipase. Conditions for
each: enzyme loading [Et]= 1 mg/ml, Temperature [T] = 37.0oC, agitation speed [ω]
= 200 rpm, reaction time [t] = 30min
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5.4 Conclusion
We have immobilized the lipase enzyme from CandidaRugosa on the surface of Mw-
CNT that is produced locally. Covalent binding using the cross linkers (NHS and
EDC) was formed. The carbon nanotubes is a good matrix for the lipase loading and
immobilization. Typically, about 19.5%(wt) of the enzyme was successfully attached
to the functionalized Mw-CNTs. The nano-composite material shows high thermal
stability and good hydrophobic characteristics which considered important properties
for the industrial implication. The immobilized enzyme shows acceptable activity and
good stability in the medium operation conditions. The amount of the enzyme and
the oxidation of the CNTs using the acids affects the efficiency of the immobilization
severely. Beside that, other conditions like stirring rate, sonication of the Mw-CNTs,
and the concentration of the cross linkers can also affect the process. Immobilized
lipase on our Mw-CNTs could be used in the oily waste water pretreatment, hence it
exhibits high degradation of the complex fatty acids in conditions similar to the real
life industry.
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CHAPTER 6
MICROWAVE PRETREATMENT
FOR THE OILY WASTE WATER
Abstract
In this study, the effect of microwave (MW) pretreatment for emulsified waste water
was studied. The effect of MW exposure time on the emulsion temperature and the
degree of separation were analysed. Olive oil, gum Arabic, and amine acetate were
used to simulate the waste water in the lab. Synthetic emulsions were placed in the
microwave oven for different time intervals and left for sedimentation to see the effect
of the MW in the degree of separation . Native and immobilized lipase were used to
degrade and treat the samples after introduced to the microwave. Lipolysis reaction
was done in optimum conditions as studied in chapter 2.4 and direct titration was
used to calculate the activity of the enzyme.
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6.1 Introduction
A primary hurdle in traditional lipids-rich waste water treatment is the formation of
emulsions. Emulsions pose a serious problem for processing aqueous streams by any
used method: mechanical, chemical and/or thermal. Additionally, they pose a vexing
maintenance problem for treatment facilities due to their high affinity to depositing
on pipe walls and fouling filtration media. Therefore, breaking the oil/water emulsion
phases is a necessity for successful waste water treatment. The most important target
of waste water treatment technologies is the removal of pollutants and organic com-
pounds from the polluted water by different techniques and systems. There are many
physical, chemical and biological methods used for efficient treatment and removal
with suitable capacity. Beside the many advantage of novel waste water treatment
technologies, such as advanced oxidation processes, membrane operations and bio-
logical treatment, sludge handling present actual solving problem for waste water
treatment plant [138].
Various mechanical, ultrasonic, chemical, and thermal methods have been pro-
posed to accelerate the hydrolysis of the waste water and sludge particles in anaer-
obic digestion. Although the thermochemical pretreatment of sludge results in an
increased biodegradability by approximately 70%, the process consumes a substantial
amount of energy as well as chemical consumption. Chemical treatments such as use
of sodium hydroxide frequently create aggressive reaction condition and because of
that, microwave is used as an alternative technique for the sludge and waste water
pretreatment [17].
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Microwave (MW) irradiation method has great advantage over the conventional
thermal treatment. It is suitable to produce rapidly focused direct heat with low
transmission energy losses. The existence of so called non thermal microwave effect
are assumed arisen from the changing in dipole orientation of polar molecules, nuclear
spin rotation and spin alignment manifested in restructuration of side chains and
hydrogen bounds of macromolecules in high frequency alternating electromagnetic
field. Kliala in 1983 and Wolf in 1986 were the first scientists suggest the idea of
microwave emulsions treatment in their patent applications [48, 49]. Pretreatment of
waste water via microwave (MW ) irradiation is emerging as a promising alternative
of traditional treatment methods: mechanical, chemical and thermal. Microwaves
have proved to be an efficient alternative method, especially for thermal processes, for
its inherent capability of delivering a focused direct heat with minimal energy losses.
This direct and rapid heat result from the unique properties of electromagnetic waves
in directing the energy to the water phase resulting with dipolar rotations and heat
generation. In addition to, the obvious thermal advantages of MW energy, nonthermal
advantages are also harnessed in the form disintegrating various particles in the treated
media, as well as, in the form of disinfection via cell lysing of present microorganisms.
The main requirements for MW applications are the good degradation efficiency
for various organic pollutants and rapid heating due to the high energy absorption.
Because of the high water content MW operations can answer the challenge of fast
heating and it can be made suitable for cost effective method with optimization of pro-
cess parameters. Recently, active research and development work on microwave demul-
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sification technology for applications in chemical plants was carried out by Samardz-
ija [50]. Following his patent award, Klaila conducted several field tests, with a 50 kW
microwave generator, which was equipped with wave guides and a microwave power
monitor [48]. Fang et al in Kansas, used a large storage tank (ten ft in diameter
and ten ft high) to treat 120 bbls of slop oil. The emulsion was 50% oil, 27.5% wa-
ter and 22.5% sediment. After applying 228 kWh of microwave energy continuously,
the temperature of the top portion of emulsion reached approximately 100oC and the
emulsion was separated to oil and water layers [139]. Similar result was obtained in
the field test in Louisiana for a tank contained 188 bbls of crude oil water emulsion,
but this time the tank had a height of 15 ft and 10 ft diameter. After exposing for
18.2 hours and using 417.5 kWh of radiation power with the emulsion, 146 barrels of
oil was separated from 42 barrels of clear water [139]. In 2002 Camila et al studied
the effect of microwaves on different oil water emulsion percentages. All cases shows
that the separation degree of the water with the increase of the exposure time. They
also studied the effect of NaOH and they found that it presence in the emulsion lower
water separation percentages. In another study they observed the initial ratio of the
water to oil controls the maximum exposure time, hence, the maximum exposure time
for 30% oil to 70% water emulsions is 300 seconds, while it was 240 seconds for 17% to
83% oil/water emulsions [140]. Vladana et al; studied the effect of microwave in line
with freeze/thaw method in emulsion breaking and demulsification [53]. By varying
the amount of oil from 0.1 to 30% in the emulsion and applying techniques above
using microwave oven (95oC, 800 W , and 2450 MHZ). They found that applying
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MW radiation made the molecules excited, this excitement resulted in super heating
and high rate of reactions. The speed and the efficiency of the demulsification process
was increased by the use of microwave radiation, and it is recommended as an efficient
method, regarding the thawing technique used in their experiments. Finally, the effi-
ciency for oil water emulsions up to 30% oil was tested to be above 90% [53]. Coutinho
et al. patented a method of microwave emulsion treatment by optimizing many pa-
rameters such as water amount, content of salts, value of pH for the aqueous phase,
initial temperature, microwave power, final temperature and drop size distribution to
be adjusted in the industrial plant. Each 80ml of the emulsion was exposed to 1400W
microwave power for 15 min and then followed by 10 min sedimentation time, the
amount of water separated by the well-known Karl Fischer titration. After detailed
study, the efficiency found to be around 25% of separated water and the ideal pH was
found to be 7.0 to 9.5. The efficiency of the process is increasing proportionally with
the increase of temperature above 90oC up to 130oC [54].
In this study, microwave pretreatment for two emulsions were studied to investigate
the effect of the emulsion separation on the lipase enzyme hydrolysis of the oily waste
water. Different exposure time to the microwave irradiation was applied for both
samples. After that free and immobilized lipase on carbon nanotubes were used to
perform the hydrolysis degradation of the oily synthetic waste water. It is expected
that the microwave effect on the emulsion breaking will affect the degradation of oils
separated from the emulsion.
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6.2 Materials and Methodology
6.2.1 Materials
Candida Rugosa Lipase was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. US. Purified high qual-
ity olive oil was supplied locally from Hail Agricultural Development Co. KSA. Gum
Arabic and amine acetate were supplied from Sigma Aldrich US. Absolute Ethanol,
Hydrochloric Acid, Sodium Hydroxide phosphate buffer and other chemicals that have
been used were supplied from local companies with laboratory grads. Domestic mi-
crowave device that has an ordinary range of microwaves 2.45GHz. Deionized water
was used as solvent for making solutions.
6.2.2 Olive oil/water emulsions preparation
To prepare the Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion, typically, 10 g of olive oil and gum
Arabic was added and mixed in a 400 ml beaker and the volume was brought to 200
ml using a 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer with pH 8.0, and homogenized for 5 min
using a domestic blender. The emulsion was then contentiously stirred using a magnet
stirrer during the daily use and a fresh emulsion was prepared in each time. Amine
acetate salt was used as a surfactant to prepare another type of oil/water emulsion.
1%(v/v) of amine acetate was added to 4% (v/v) pure olive oil in suitable beaker.
This mixture was then heated in the electric oven for 10 min up to 70oC until the salt
completely molten and homogeneous mixture had been gotten. Hence, the melting
point for the amine acetate salt is (60 to 80oC). The mixture was taken out and
immediately introduced to magnetic stirring followed by the addition of water 95%
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(v/v). Tap water was added to the hot mixture gently drop by drop using glass funnel.
This process ensures that the emulsion is gradually and steadily formed and at the
end strong stable emulsion was obtained.
6.2.3 The effect of the microwave exposure time on lipase
activity
Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion was prepared and introduced to the microwave oven.
Typically, 30 ml of emulsion was placed into a small flask and the increase of tem-
perature was monitored as the exposure time increases. This step was important to
investigate the heating rate and the temperature relation with the exposure time in-
side the MW oven. Temperature versus time curve was generated and therefore a
clear approximation of the temperature inside the samples at any period of time was
known. Microwave was used to break the emulsion and prepare the water sample for
the hydrolysis reaction. Using a domestic microwave with a power of 900 − 1000 w
adjusted to (900 w) with different contacting time ranged from 60 to 180 S. The tem-
perature generated form the microwave was monitored for different exposure times to
predict the exact temperature while treating using the microwave.
The microwave pretreatment for three different samples with varied exposure time
(60, 120, and 180 Seconds) and for each sample the lipolysis reaction was performed
and sub-samples of 4 ml had been extracted in different time intervals to determine
the effect of microwave and the oil water separation on lipase activity. Each sub-
sample then was quenched in absolute ethanol and titrated with NaOH to determine
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the amount of liberated fatty acids. For the olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion, the oil
concentration was about 0.1 g/ml and the enzyme amount was 1 mg/ml. Adjusting
the pH to 8 using potassium phosphate and the temperature was controlled to be fixed
at 30oC using a hot bath. The microwave radiation exposure time was then changed
from 60 to 180 S and for each exposure time sample, constantly, 4 ml sub-samples
has been extracted from the reaction vessel. Hence, the reaction time was varied
from 0.5 to 24 hr, keeping the mixing speed constant as 300 rpm. Finally, 0.05 N
NaOH had been used to titrate the subsamples after quenching with ethanol. For
the second emulsion, olive oil/amine acetate the emulsion was prepared as mentioned
above. Three samples were taken and different microwave exposure time was applied
to the samples starting from 1, 2, and 3 min. The same steps followed with the first
emulsion were conducted to measure the effect of the microwave emulsion treatment
on the enzyme activity.
6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 The effect of microwave on emulsion separation
Figure 6.1 shows that the temperature of the emulsion increased linearly until the third
minute where the temperature leveled off at nearly 95oC where the sample started to
boil. The maximum heating temperature that could be reached for the emulsified
sample is about 99oC nearly after 8 min heating time.
As reported by many previous studies in the literature [53, 54, 139, 141, 142], mi-
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Figure 6.1: The effect of the exposure time on the emulsion temperature, olive
oil/gum Arabic emulsion, 30 ml, frequency = 2.45 GHz (Domestic)
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crowaves have clear effect on the separation of the emulsions. figure 6.2 represents
three samples of olive oil/amine acetate emulsion before the pretreatment with mi-
crowave irradiation. The samples were placed in the microwave at different exposure
time which was changed from 1, 2, and 3 min for the samples figure 6.2.(a), figure
6.2.(b), and figure 6.2.(c), respectively. Comparing the same samples with figure 6.2
it was noticed that, exposing the emulsion to the microwave for 3 min totally sepa-
rated the emulsion into oil and water layers and decreased the exposure time decreases
the separation. Hence, 1 min is not enough for the microwaves to disturb the electric
layer of the emulsion molecules.
6.3.2 The effect of emulsion separation on the hydrolysis re-
action
As shown in figure 6.3, olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion shows no effect when pretreated
with microwaves. The rate of reaction remains almost the same for the three samples
when introduced to different exposure time from 1, 2, and 3 min, to the microwaves.
Due to the polymeric nature of the gum Arabic, hence it contains polysaccharide,
protein and arabino galacto protein species, the steric and electrostatic stabilization
of the emulsion molecules is strong [143]. The microwaves have no effect on the
separation of such emulsions. Consequently, the rate of reaction remains the same,
because the samples did not changed.
Figure 6.4 represents the activity of immobilized lipase on carbon nanotubes in
the pretreated samples. It is clearly shown that free lipase is affected by the emulsion
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Figure 6.2: Effect of MW pretreatment of Olive oil/Amine acetate emulsion. Sam-
ples (a) and (1) is before the exposure, and after exposure to the microwave irradiation:
(b) or (2) exposed for 1 min, (c) or (3) for 2 min, and (d) or(3) for 3 min
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Figure 6.3: Shows the effect of emulsions different exposure times to microwave in
the rate of the hydrolysis reaction using free lipase, olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion,
reaction temperature = 37oC, pH = 8, reaction time = 30 min, mixing speed = 200
rpm
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separation specially when the samples were introduced to the microwave for long
times. Exposing the samples to the MW for 3min increased the activity of the lipase
severely as shown if figure 6.4. Hence, at this large exposure time the temperature
reaches about 90oC as shown in figure 6.1, the oil is completely separated from the
water. This introduces more free water for the immobilized lipase to increase it is
activity. It is well known that the lipase is a water soluble enzyme and it is activity
increases rapidly with the availability of the water [56].
Figure 6.4: Effect of emulsions different exposure times to microwaves on the rate
of hydrolysis reaction using free lipase, olive oil/amine acetate emulsion, reaction
temperature = 37oC, pH = 8, reaction time = 30 min, mixing speed = 200 rpm
Results in figure 6.5 shows that the microwave pretreatment has no effect on the
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MwCNT-lipase activity and the reaction rate. Although the results from figure 6.2
shows that there is good separation for the olive oil/amine acetate emulsion, yet there
is no change in the hydrolysis reaction. However, slight variation in the values at the
early hours of the reaction and it may refer to the instability of the conditions at the
beginning of the experiment.
Figure 6.5: Shows the effect of emulsions different exposure times to microwave
in the rate of the hydrolysis reaction using MwCNT-Lipase, olive oil/amine acetate
emulsion, reaction temperature = 37oC, pH = 8, reaction time = 30 min, mixing
speed = 200 rpm
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6.4 Conclusion
The effect of the microwave pretreatment on the oil/water emulsion stability and
separation was studied and investigated by exposing oil emulsion samples to MW
irradiation. Two different emulsions were prepared and had been investigated for
this purpose. Olive oil/gum Arabic emulsion shows high stability when exposed to
the microwaves irradiation and the addition of free lipase to check the effect of the
pretreatment on the hydrolysis of the oils confirmed the result that no separation had
happened. The olive oil/amine acetate emulsion was also studied for the pretreatment
using the microwaves. It showed high degree of separation when exposed to the
microwave for long time. As the temperature of the emulsion increases, the degree of
separation increases. The separation had great effect on the hydrolysis of the olive
oil, specially when the free lipase is used. However, no significant effect noticed on
the immobilized lipase samples.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
In this study, a comprehensive investigation of the enzymatic treatment of oily waste
water assisted by microwave was performed. Lipase enzyme was carefully studied for
oily emulsions hydrolysis and multi-wall carbon nanotubes which had been synthe-
sized locally was used as a support material for lipase immobilization. Synthetic oily
waste water was prepared in the lab to simulate the real waste water. Microwave
pretreatment applied to the synthetic emulsions and the effect of microwaves on its
stability and separation of oil-water phases was investigated.
Olive oil emulsions was used to investigate the kinetics and hydrolysis reactions
catalyzed by lipase enzyme. Reaction parameters such as temperature, pH, mixing
speed, and enzyme concentration were studied. After a detailed investigation, best
reaction conditions for the olive oil hydrolysis was found to be 35oC, pH of 8, and 0.7
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g (enzyme)/ml (emulsion). A mathematical kinetics model was derived for the reac-
tion and it showed good agreement with the experimental data obtained. Both linear
(Hanes-Woolf model) and non-linear (Mathematica) fitting were used to estimate the
cofficients for proposed model. Although both of them had shown excellent approxi-
mation, yet the last one is more accurate and had the closest results. The model that
had been obtained was in a good agreement with what stated in the literature.
Floating head chemical vapor deposition reactor was used to synthesize local multi-
wall carbon nano-tubes. SEM and TGA analysis showed that the produced CNTs
had good properties including length, purity, and aspect ratio. Using nitric acid
oxidation, the produced Mw-CNT was purified and treated from catalyst impurities
and amorphous carbon attached to the tube bundles. FTIR analysis confirmed the
appearance of carboxyl groups bands in the oxidized CNTs. The treated samples
shows purity up to 97% (wt) and 10% (wt) of carboxyl groups when analyzed using
TGA. With this properties, Mw-CNTs produced locally was used as a support material
for lipase immobilization.
Covalent binding between the treated Mw-CNTs and lipase enzyme was obtained
using organic cross-linkers (NHS and EDC). TGA results for the functionalized
samples (MwCNT-Lipase) showed that 19.5% (wt) of the enzyme was successfully at-
tached to the produced Mw-CNTs. The nano-composite material showed high reaction
activity and good hydrophobic characteristics which considered important properties
for the industrial implication. Immobilized lipase, with this unique properties, was
used with microwave pretreatment to hydrolyse the oily emulsions prepared locally.
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Microwave irradiation was applied to locally prepared oil/water emulsions and the
degree of emulsion separation was investigated. Olive oil/gum arabic emulsion showed
high stability when exposed to the microwaves irradiation up to boiling temperatures.
However, olive oil/ammonium acetate emulsion showed high degree of separation when
exposed to the microwave for 3 min (96oC). Emulsion separation had great effect on
olive oil hydrolysis when free lipase was used after microwave pretreatment. Never-
theless, no significant effect was noticed when immobilized lipases were used. This
results confirmed the unique properties of the immobilized lipase synthesized.
Results that we obtained confirms that the immobilized lipase that synthesized
locally could be used as an efficient material for oily pollutants removal from waste
water.
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7.2 Recommendations
By finishing this study we recommend:
To investigate the effect of the assisted microwave enzymatic treatment on real
waste water samples with different oil concentrations and study the effect of separation
of emulsions on oil removal in wider range of reaction conditions.
To apply the immobilized lipase on produced waste water coming from oil industry,
since it makes allot of environmental issues, and study the degradation of complex
heavy oils using such environmentally friendly materials and methods.
To use other materials as support matrices such as graphene, carbon nano-fibers,
and other carbon structured nano-materials and investigate its effect on enhancing
the properties of the enzyme.
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